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Policy eliminates hour of class time for assembly
By ROB JEPSON
staff writer

A new school-wide policy will reserve the
hours from 12-1:15 p.m. every Tuesday and
Thursday for guest speakers, faculty meetings
and other student convocations.
Effective Fall 2012, classes will no longer be
offered at those times in order to accommodate common hour.
The policy was proposed by public relations and speech communication dual-major
Jo Olsen who served as last year’s ASUSU arts
and lectures director. Olsen said he felt it was
unfair that student fees went to activities they
couldn’t attend, and the policy is intended to
make it easier for students to take advantage
of programming events.

Olsen said the bill met a fair amount of
of the faculty senate and asked them to share
resistance as he’s presented it to various facthe idea with their respective committees.
ulty and administration.
“Almost every senator came back with the
Many faculty and
unanimous vote that it
“The result will be more was a positive thing that
administration members
expressed concern that
the students wanted,”
classes at ‘unpopular’
students would not want to hours or students having Olsen said.
rearrange their schedules
He said he spoke with
to make room for the com- to stay an extra term
students around campus
to complete all of their who gave him positive
mon hour, he said.
“My concern was just
feedback about the idea.
program.”
giving them enough infor“So whenever I heard
– Roberta Herzberg, faculty
mation to make an eduor administrapolitical science department tion say that the students
cated decision on it,” Olsen
said.
head didn’t want it, I just
He said while he was not
shared that with them,”
able to poll the entire stuhe said.
dent body for feedback, he met with members
Another concern, Olsen said, was schedul-

ing classes and classrooms to accommodate
the common hour.
Political science department head Roberta
Herzberg said with limited classroom availability, there is already a struggle to schedule
classes during the best times.
“Last term, dozens of Tuesday/Thursday
classes had no room during registration and
many had to be moved to 7:30 a.m. or 4:30
p.m.,” she said. “Unfortunately, when we
move them, registration and attendance fall
off significantly and students complain.”
She said in light of increased enrollment
and no new classroom space in sight, department heads were frustrated with the removal
of one of the most critical time slots.

- See HOUR, page 4

Logan Lurker pleads Families experience a day in higher education
guilty, pays restitution
By CATHERINE MEIDELL
news editor

Aaron Foote, who was suspected of stealing electronics
and money from off-campus
student housing, pleaded guilty
Dec. 13 to two felonies of theft
associated with the “Logan
Lurker” crimes.
Foote was sentenced to
spend no less than one year in
the Utah State Prison for each
felony. Currently, Foote is serving a five-year prison sentence
for theft which will run concurrently with his recent sentence.
All other charges were
dropped including a misdemeanor and third felony.
He was responsible for paying $10,800 in restitution for
stolen property. This amount
was paid through a check

presented in court. According
to court documents, Logan
Attorney Tony Baird will be
responsible for dividing the
money between the theft victims.
Foote was also issued two
sentence fines of $1,000,
which will be reviewed by the
Department of Corrections and
Parole Board.
Logan police arrested Foote,
an Orem resident, on Feb. 11,
2010 after finding him in his
truck with property stolen
that day from two apartments.
Before these incidents, he was
suspected of entering multiple
off-campus student housing
units, taking loose cash, iPods,
gaming consoles and other electronic items.
Former Old Farm resident
Keisha Egbert said she has
felt more safe knowing that
the person responsible for the
thefts that occurred near her
apartment is no longer a threat.
Egbert said she had friends who
lived in the apartments Foote
stole from and they have had
their belongings returned to
them. Old Farm employees said
there have not been any thefts
reported since.
– catherine.meidell@aggiemail.
ANDREW VALDEZ SIGNS his memoir “No One Makes it Alone” at USU’s Latino Family Day in the TSC’s International Lounge.
Currently, Valdez serves as a judge in Salt Lake City. The families learned about how they can make college affordable through USU’s services and were able to enjoy free Aggie Ice Cream. CARL R. WILSON photo

AARON FOOTE

Degrees, curriculums altered to maintain successful students
By CATHERINE MEIDELL
news editor
To adapt to the evolving job market, USU’s Board of Trustees discussed a number of curriculum proposals that will help students become
equipped with the skills they need to compete after graduation while
remaining financially stable.
The Board of Trustees voted unanimously to discontinue USU’s Dairy
Herdsmen Program (DHP) in the College of Agriculture, but plans to
keep related dairy science classes available. The decision will be solidified
after it passes through the Board of Regents.
Tom Bunch, associate dean of the Animal, Dairy and Veterinary
Science department, said there has been a dramatic decrease of small
dairy farms in Utah and the jobs are in big industry dairy. The number of
students enrolled in DHP has dwindled to 12 students per year over the
decade and became an unreasonable program to maintain financially.
The College of Agriculture also proposed that the Animal Science,
Dairy Science and Veterinary Science graduate degrees be consolidated
into one degree with five emphases. According to the Board of Trustees’
Jan. 7 meeting agenda “a one-degree program will strengthen graduate

Inside This Issue

education in ADVS and provide greater opportunities with more indepth research experience.”
“We felt that we needed distinct graduate programs,” said Noelle
Cockett, dean of the College of Agriculture. “To make this program work
better we needed more centralization.”
Graduate students may choose one of the following five emphases to
accompany their ADVS master’s degree: animal management, animal
health and disease, animal molecular genetics, animal nutrition, and
reproduction and development.
“We see this as a win-win and it’s a much more workable degree,”
Bunch said.
The Board of Trustees also voted unanimously in favor of a proposal
to establish a non-terminal master’s degree in economics and statistics
-- non-terminal meaning it is a checkpoint to an even higher degree. This
will also be passed onto the Board of Regents to determine its finalization.
Richard Cutler, department head of mathematics and statistics, said
the new degree “meshes coursework from both disciplines.”
Dean of the College of Business, Doug Anderson, said the combination of these subjects has become essential in the job market as the
financial system becomes increasingly complex. Due to a steady demand

1/10/11
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from students for this unique degree, Anderson said he believes it will
be a successful degree. The agenda states that due to the Occupational
Outlook Handbook, the need for economists will increase 6 percent from
2008-18. A master’s degree in financial economics was also proposed at
the meeting.
“We are seeing an increasingly sophisticated financial system,” said
finance and economics department head Tyler Bowles. “More and more
jobs will come from this.”
In 2008, the elementary education and secondary education degrees
were combined and students were given the option to specialize in a level
of schooling. The Emma Eccles Jones College of Education requested the
name of these specialized degrees fit under one name – education specialist in curriculum and instruction. The Board of Trustees approved the
recommendation unanimously.
“All of this shows our constant attempt to adjust our curriculum,”
said USU Provost Ray Coward.
Coward said USU’s goal is to stay on top of the evolving job market
and needs of students to make them successful in the job market upon
graduation.

– catherine.meidell@aggiemail.usu.edu
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ClarifyCorrect
The policy of The Utah Statesman is
to correct any error made as soon as
possible. If you find something you
would like clarified or find unfair,
please contact the editor at 797-1762
or TSC 105.

Nat’lBriefs
Man suspected of
raping older women
EDNA, Texas (AP) – Texas
authorities say a state prison
employee is suspected of being a
serial rapist who targeted older
women.
The Texas Department of Public
Safety says 53-year-old Billy Joe
Harris was taken into custody early
Saturday morning after Edna police
responded to a medical emergency
alert from an elderly woman.
Agency officials said police
arrested Harris after a short pursuit.
Harris is being held on a burglary charge. DPS spokeswoman
Tela Mange said the agency did not
know if Harris had an attorney.
The agency says a DNA sample
taken from the suspect after the
arrest linked him to five other
assaults in Central Texas.
Authorities have been looking
for the so-called “Twilight Rapist”
since 2009.

Toxic tower at ground
zero coming down
NEW YORK (AP) – The contaminated bank tower stood shrouded in
black netting for years over ground
zero, filled with toxic dust and the
remains of 9/11 victims. It stayed
where it was, not coming down even
as the towers at the World Trade
Center site slowly began to rise.
Nearly a decade after the trade
center’s south tower fell into it, the
building with a sad history of legal
and regulatory fights, multiple
accidents and a blaze that killed
two firefighters will finally be gone.
The demise of the 41-story former
Deutsche Bank building, just south
of ground zero, is at least as welcome
to its neighbors as the construction
of new trade center towers.
“I love having the light,” said
Mary Perillo, whose eighth-floor
kitchen window overlooks the busy
work site where the steel framework
of the Deutsche Bank building is
being disassembled. “I love having
that black monolith out of my face.”
The bank tower – first slated
for deconstruction in 2005, when
a government agency bought it to
end an impasse over who would pay
to take it down – is down to two
stories above street level. The Lower
Manhattan Development Corp.,
the agency that oversaw the $300
million dismantling, said it will be
completely removed in a little over a
week.
“You’re talking about the end
of an era,” said Kirk Raymond of
Windsor, Ontario, gazing at what’s
left of the building on a visit to the
trade center site. “You’re erasing the
last signs of something pretty terrible.”

LateNiteHumor
Top 10 Signs Your 2011 is Off to a Bad
Start – Jan. 3, 2011
10. You’ve already gained 40 pounds.
9. New Year’s Eve kiss was with cellmate, Chuck.
8. Just named you the new stunt guy in
Spider-Man the Musical.
7. Your car is stuck under two feet of
snow and three feet of garbarge.
6. You play for the New York Giants.
5. It’s year eleven of being locked in
your Y2K bunker.
4. Already spent more time in a
Mexican prison than you did in all of
2010.
3. 2011 is the year and your cholesterol.
2. Your job title is “Mayor of New York
City.”
1. You’re watching this.

Six killed, 15 injured in Arizona shooting
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) – Authorities
on Sunday charged a 22-year-old man
described as a pot-smoking loner with
trying to assassinate Rep. Gabrielle
Giffords and killing others at a
political event, revealing that he had
scrawled on an envelope the words “my
assassination” and “Giffords.”
The discoveries at his home in
southern Arizona, however, provided
few answers to a shocked nation, from
the victims of Saturday’s shooting rampage to lawmakers worried about their
safety: What motivated the rampage
outside a supermarket that killed six
and injured 14?
Giffords, 40, lay in intensive care
at a Tucson hospital, after being shot
in the head at close range. Doctors
said she had responded repeatedly to
commands to stick out her two fingers,
giving them hope she may survive.
Court papers filed with the charges
against Jared Loughner said he had
previous contact with the Democratic
lawmaker. The documents said he
had received a letter from Giffords in
which she thanked him for attending
a “Congress on your Corner” event at a
mall in Tucson in 2007.
An official familiar with the
Arizona shooting investigation said
Sunday that local authorities are looking at a possible connection between
Loughner and an online group known
for white supremacist, anti-immigrant
rhetoric.
The official said local authorities were examining the American
Renaissance website for possible
motives.
The group’s leaders said in a posting on their website that Loughner
never subscribed to their magazine,
registered for any of the group’s confer-

EMERGENCY PERSONNEL TEND to a shooting victim outside a shopping
center in Tucson, Ariz. on Saturday, Jan. 8 where U.S. Rep. Gabrielle Giffords and
others were shot as the congresswoman was meeting with constituents. AP photo

ences or visited their Internet site.
The young man, who lived with his
parents, was recently suspended from
his community college for disruptive
behavior and told he could not return
until a mental health professional
determined he was not a danger to
himself or others.
Police say he purchased the Glock
pistol used in the attack at Sportsman’s
Warehouse in Tucson in November.
Authorities believe he acted alone:
After questioning a cab driver who
drove Loughner to the grocery store,
they cleared the driver of any involvement.
Prosecutors charged Loughner
with one count of attempted assassination of a member of Congress, two

counts of killing an employee of the
federal government and two counts of
attempting to killing a federal employee. More charges are expected.
The federal public defender’s office
in Arizona is seeking an outside attorney to avoid the appearance of conflicts of interest that might arise and
plans to ask that San Diego attorney
Judy Clarke be appointed to represent
Loughner.
People, meanwhile, crammed the
synagogue where Giffords was a member, as well as at the Mountain Avenue
Church of Christ, which lost one member in the attack and saw another one
wounded.
Outside the hospital, candles flickered and people laid down bouquets of

flowers, American flags and pictures
of the personable politician they affectionately called “Gabby.”
Giffords colleagues, shocked at the
violence, vowed not to let it deter them
from meeting publicly, face to face,
with their constituents. Some, however, acknowledged they were reviewing
their security measures.
Giffords, a conservative Democrat
re-elected in November, faced threats
and heckling over her support for
immigration reform and the health
care overhaul. Her office was vandalized the day the House approved the
landmark health care measure.
It is not clear whether those issues
motivated the shooter to fire on the
crowd gathered to meet Giffords.
In a YouTube video, which featured text against a dark background,
Loughner described inventing a new
U.S. currency and complained about
the illiteracy rate among people living
in Giffords’ congressional district in
Arizona.
The six killed included a federal
judge, John Roll; an aide to Giffords
and 9-year-old Christina Taylor Green,
who was born on Sept. 11, 2001 and
was featured in a book called “Faces of
Hope” that chronicled one baby from
each state born on the day terrorists
killed nearly 3,000 people.
Green was recently elected as a student council member and went to the
morning’s event because of her interest
in government.
Fourteen others were injured,
including the three-term Democrat
lawmaker. Authorities said the dead
included Roll; Green; Giffords aide
Gabe Zimmerman, 30; Dorothy
Morris, 76; Dorwin Stoddard, 76; and
Phyllis Schneck, 79.

Flights canceled, roads icy as storm hits South
JACKSON, Miss. (AP) – A blast
of winter weather pushed across the
South on Sunday, coating bridges and
roads with snow, sleet and freezing
rain and causing hundreds of flight
cancelations.

The governors of Louisiana, Alabama
and Georgia issued emergency declarations. Alabama Gov. Bob Riley
said workers had readied snow and
salt trucks to help clear icy roads, and
he asked all residents to stay home

CARS SIT ON THE EDGE of the road after a multi-vehicle crash Sunday, Jan.
9, in wet, icy weather on Interstate 55 in Jackson, Miss. AP photo

Sunday night and Monday unless it is
imperative that they have to travel.
Mississippi officials warned motorists that ice was accumulating on roads
and bridges in many counties, creating
hazardous driving conditions.
The National Weather Service
posted winter storm warnings from
east Texas to the Carolinas.
Daniel Lamb, a meteorologist
with the National Weather Service
in Jackson, Miss., said heavy snow
had fallen Sunday afternoon from
Arkansas to north Mississippi. Other
areas of the South saw freezing rain
and sleet.
Forecasters expected the most
extreme conditions in Mississippi and
northern Louisiana overnight with
the possibility of heavy ice accumulation in places including in the Atlanta
metro area.
“And since it’s going to be pretty
cold over the next few days, we could
see whatever accumulates sticking
around for a few days,” Lamb said.
Hundreds of flights were canceled at Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta

International Airport. Steady sleet was
falling in counties south of the city.
Delta Air Lines canceled 330 flights
starting about 8 p.m. Sunday and
another 1,400 flights Monday. AirTran
Airways canceled 14 flights for Sunday
and another 270 for Monday, spokesman Christopher White said.
Both airlines are allowing passengers whose flights are canceled to
change them without fees.
Dallas-Fort Worth International
Airport spokesman David Magana
said 200 flights, or about a quarter of
the schedule, were canceled in anticipation of the weather.
Louisiana authorities closed portions of Interstate 220 and many
churches from Louisiana to Alabama
canceled Sunday night services.
Officials closed a bridge over the
Black Warrior River in Tuscaloosa
until workers could spread sand across
a sheet of ice that formed quickly on
the roadway. Numerous schools called
off classes for Monday in Mississippi,
Alabama and Georgia.

Union officials say 11 dead in Tunisia rioting
TUNIS, Tunisia (AP) – At least
11 people have died in clashes with
security forces in new rioting in
the North African country where
unrest is in its fourth week, local
union officials said Sunday.
The Interior Ministry, meanwhile, said eight people were killed
over the weekend in the western
towns of Thala, and Kasserine.
Rioting to protest joblessness
and other social ills has scarred
numerous cities across this tiny
country since Dec. 17, after a 26year-old man with a university
degree set himself on fire when
police confiscated his fruits and
vegetables for selling without a
permit.
Mobs have since attacked public buildings and the local office
of the party of President Zine El
Abidine Ben Ali.
Ben Ali has appeared at the
bedside of the dying vegetable
seller, but has made no statement
on the rare shows of defiance on
the streets. The man died last week

at a hospital outside capital, Tunis.
Union official Belgacem Saihi
told The Associated Press that up
to five people had died in Thala
rioting Saturday night.
In Kasserine, seat of the region
where Thala is located, union
official Amor Mhamdi said at
least three people were shot to
death Saturday night as protesters
attacked public buildings, the local
ruling party office and burned
cars.
Kamel Laabidi, a union official
in Regueb, said three people were
killed there.
Regueb is near Sidi Bouzaid, the
central-western town where the 26year-old self-immolated.
The longtime chief of the opposition Democratic Progressive
Party called on the Tunisian leader
to urgently “order an immediate
cease-fire ... to spare the lives of
innocent citizens and respect their
right to peacefully demonstrate.”
Nejib Chebbi claimed that at
least 20 people were killed in

Thala and Kasserine, citing party
representatives in the region.
It was impossible to independently verify the casualty claims
made by union officials, or the
opposition leader.
In neighboring Algeria, meanwhile, three people died over
four days of rioting, the Interior

Ministry there said this weekend.
Algerian youths took to streets
to protest rising prices of staples
like sugar and cooking oil. The
Algerian government announced
Saturday it was slashing taxes
on those products by 41 percent.
Calm appeared to prevail Sunday.

VIEW OF A STREET IN Djelfa, Algeria, Sunday Jan. 9, following Saturday’s violent protest. AP photo
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New York Times lists professor’s book Briefs
Campus & Community

By ROUCHELLE BROCKMAN
staff writer

The New York Times Review of
Books honored Utah State anthropology professor Steven Simms’s
book “Traces of Fremont” in its
Nov. 11 edition.
“It’s awesome! It’s an honor for
all of us involved,” said Francois
Gohier, the book’s photographer.
“Traces of Fremont” focuses
on the society and rock art of
Native Americans, now known as
the Fremont, who lived in ancient
Utah. Simms said he wanted to
steer people away from interpreting
the rock art. He said it is difficult to
know exactly what the artist meant
when we are so removed from the
time period.
“Common sense interpretations
tell us more about ourselves than
about the people. It’s hard not to
impose our modern ideas on (the
rock art),” Simms said.
Simms said his fascination with
the Fremont stems from their complex hierarchical society. He said he
wanted his audience to imagine the
Fremont as real people and to think
about rock art through a “longterm lens.”
Simms agreed to write the book
in fall 2008, but Gohier has been
photographing the area since 1992
and decided to create the book
approximately 10 years ago, Gohier
said.
“This kind of project requires
lots of time and, if I may say, persistence. One has to have an intellectual and emotional interest in
the subject to keep going through
the years,” Gohier said.
Gohier and Simms were intro-

duced by Rebecca Rauch, acquisitions editor for anthropology and
archaeology at the University of
Utah Press.
“My work includes the creation
of books, like putting photographers and authors together to make
a better piece than either of them
would do by themselves,” Rauch
said.
Rauch first contacted Simms,
who she has known since the
1970s, to ask him to recommend
an archaeologist to write the text
for the book. After some thought,
Simms volunteered himself. Rauch
said he was her preferred author
and she was glad he accepted the
job.
The bulk of Simms’ work has
been in technical science writing
for academic journals. He said he
wanted to write for a non-technical
press in a style more accessible to
the general public.
“How is it that archaeologists
lead such interesting lives but write
such boring work?” Simms said.
Simms recently spent time in
Western Argentina, which is similar to the Great Basin region. The
two areas display a great deal of
parallel cultural evolution, Simms
said.
Gohier and Simms have been
touring the state presenting the
book since its publication, Simms
said. They have presented a CD of
Gohier’s photographs set to NativeAmerican flute music, along with
live readings from the book by
Simms.
Simms said the lectures were
attended by many interesting people, including history professors,
graduate students, authors and
various Utah personalities. He said

NSCAA recognizes
team for good ethics

“TRACES OF FREMONT” by USU anthropology professor Steven Simms
was put in a New York Times book review. The book features Native American
rock art through original photography by Francois Gohier.

the discussion at the presentations
was “immensely rewarding.”
Holly Andrews, former USU
anthropology student and current
staff assistant in the anthropology
department, attended one of these
lectures and said, “The book was
gorgeous. The photographs are
so vibrant and Dr. Simms’s text
complements them very well.”
She said she was excited one of
USU’s professors was featured in
the New York Times and was recognized on a national level. She said
the book is meant for everyone and
can educate a person who is not
familiar with archaeology.
Simms said he is always writing
and is currently working on techni-

cal and research articles. However,
he says he is interested in writing
more books directed at the general
public.
Rauch said Simms is one of the
top archaeologists in the Great
Basin region and they frequently
communicate about potential projects.
“My desire is to be a working
scientist who writes for an inquisitive and educated public who don’t
necessarily read just to stroke their
existing beliefs,” Simms said.
– rouchelle.brockman@aggiemail.
usu.edu

PoliceBlotter
Friday, Dec. 17, 2010
• Complainant called to report some child abuse
that occurred on campus.
• USU Police responded to Rich Hall for a suspicious odor incident. Upon arrival the Officer was
unable to smell any suspicious odor.
• A USU Student reported losing a necklace with
a wood heart on it with her name engraved in the
heart. Police are trying to locate this item.
• USU Police responded to Merrill Hall for a suspicious odor incident. Officers were able to determine that the residents were smoking and drinking alcohol, all residents were over 21 years of age.
The incident was referred to Housing.
Sunday, Dec. 19, 2010

Contact USU Police at 797-1939
for non-emergencies.
Anonymous reporting line: 797-5000
EMERGENCY NUMBER: 911
was assisting the Sheriffs Office. The suspect
items stolen are a 20-inch vase in earth tone colors,
was located and later released after determining
a 12-inch vase in earth tone colors and a tea pot
that the dispute was only verbal. The suspect was
that is charcoal gray in color. Police are investigatwarned for being disorderly.
ing.
• Police responded to a missing child report that
occurred at the Edith Bowen Elementary School.
The child was located within a short time by one of
the parents. There was no further action taken.
• USU Police responded to a suspicious person
or possible prowler at the Bridger Pointe apartments in North Logan while North Park Police was
investigating a traffic accident. USU Police arrived
and searched the area and could not locate anyone
between Main St. and 400 East in North Logan
matching the description.
Tuesday, Dec. 21, 2010

Monday, Dec. 20, 2010

• Police responded to a citizen assist at the USU
Trailer Courts. Complainant wanted the police
to inform a driver who she was involved in a traffic accident with to leave her alone. Police made
contact with the driver and informed her to let her
insurance company handle the investigation.

• USU Police responded to North Logan to assist
with a domestic dispute since North Park Police

• USU Police received a report of stolen pottery
from the kiln pad at the Fine Arts Center. The

• USU police assisted Logan Police Department
on an attempted theft that occurred near USU
campus.

Thursday, Dec. 23, 2010
• USU Police responded to a suspicious person who
was standing in front of the University Inn and
possibly intoxicated. Police made contact with the
person who was waiting for a shuttle to Salt Lake.
No alcohol was detected.
Monday, Dec. 27, 2010
• USU Police are investigating a credit card fraud
incident. An individual’s debit card was used
online without their permission.
• USU and Logan Police responded to Mountain
View Tower on a report of an assault. When Police
arrived they found that two students had taken
part in an argument that turned into a physical
altercation. Both parties were warned for their
actions.
-Compiled by Catherine Meidell

UPR names new general manager for station
BY USU MEDIA RELATIONS

Following a national search,
Victor A. Hogstrom has been
named general manager for
Utah Public Radio at Utah State
University and begins duties Jan.
17. Four finalists were interviewed
for the position.
“We had a pool of high-quality
candidates and feel we have the
right person to lead Utah Public
Radio in Victor Hogstrom,” said
Tom Williams, search committee
chair and UPR program director.
“He has solid experience in public media, and we are pleased he
accepted the position. We have a
bright future with him leading the
team.”
Utah Public Radio is a statewide
service based in the College of
Humanities and Social Sciences at
USUa
“I am very excited we have hired
Victor Hogstrom as general manager of Utah Public Radio,” said John
Allen, college dean. “He brings a
long, successful career to Utah and
fills an important position. UPR
plays an important role in the educational and service mission of the
college and university.”

Allen said UPR provides a
platform for students in the college to get hands-on experience
in the communication field. They
play roles of on-air personalities,
reporters and technicians.
“Utah Public Radio is an important face for the college and university and highlights the humanities and the arts in a manner that
would be impossible without its
presence,” Allen said.
Hogstrom joins USU following
more than 20 years in the public
television arena, including stints
as president and CEO for KCPTTV, an Emmy-winning public
television station in Kansas City,
Mo., and as president and CEO of
WTCI-TV, also an Emmy-award
winning PBS Community Licensee
in Chattanooga, Tenn. For the past
two years he has worked as a volunteer nonprofit fund raising consultant. He is a graduate of Brigham
Young University where he earned
a master’s degree in mass communications and two bachelor’s
degrees, one in mass communications and a second in international
relations.
“My family and I are pleased to
become part of the lovely Cache
Valley community, and I am partic-

ularly excited about working with
the staff of USU and UPR so that,
together, we can take the network
to the next level of success for the
university and for all the wonderful people of Utah, southern Idaho
and southwestern Wyoming,”
Hogstrom said via e-mail. “I am
motivated by the challenges at
Utah Public Radio and look forward to providing the leadership
and skills to make a significant difference.”
Hogstrom replaces Cathy Ives,
who expanded UPR’s operations in
the Cache Valley community and
throughout the region.
“We believe this change in
administration will provide UPR
the opportunity to grow and
enhance both roles of education
and service,” Allen said. “As dean,
I see a positive future for public
radio and Utah. We welcome Victor
and his family to Cache Valley as a
member of our community.”
Among Hogstrom’s immediate
priorities is a building campaign
as Utah Public Radio collaborates
with USU’s Distance Education
and Regional Campus programs in
a state-of-the-art distance education facility on the USU campus.
Utah Public Radio will move its

operations into a portion of the
new building. Groundbreaking for
the project is planned in February
2011.
“The new building is just a
part of Utah Public Radio’s bright
future,” Williams said. “We want to
continue to expand and emphasize
our statewide service throughout
Utah and Victor Hogstrom has the
vision to lead these efforts.”
As a service of Utah State
University, Utah Public Radio
broadcasts a mix of information,
public affairs and fine arts programming. The system is on the
air 24 hours a day throughout the
year. It is a member of National
Public Radio and is an affiliate of
Public Radio International and
American Public Media.
In addition to Williams, search
committee members included
Kerry Bringhurst, UPR news
director and reporter; Charles
Gay, associate vice president and
Extension associate professor, USU;
Elaine Thatcher, program director
and grant writer, USU College of
Humanities and Social Sciences;
and Gina Wickwar, community
representative.

USU was honored by the National
Soccer Coaches Association of
America (NSCAA) with a 2010
NSCAA Team Ethics/Sportsmanship
Award. The Aggies earned a Silver
Award for having five or fewer yellow
cards and no red cards. Utah State
ended the season with four yellow
cards.
Six intercollegiate teams received
the NSCAA’s Gold Team Ethics
Award for completing the entire 2010
season without receiving either a yellow or red card. Seventy-three teams
received either the Gold, Silver or
Bronze version of the Team Ethics
Award, which recognizes teams that
exhibit fair play, sporting behavior
and adherence to the laws of the
game as reflected by the number of
yellow caution cards or red ejection
cards throughout the season. Aggie
opponents had 10 yellow cards this
season.
A total of 49 teams claimed the
Silver Award, which is given to teams
that accumulate no red cards and a
maximum of five yellow cards. The
Bronze Award went to 18 teams,
which is presented to teams that
receive no reds and a maximum of
10 yellows. Utah State was one of
only four Division I teams to earn
the Silver Award along with Western
Athletic Conference foe Louisiana
Tech. The Aggies were the only team
from the Beehive State to be honored.
The Aggies also had a successful
season on the field. Utah State ended
with a 9-7-5 record, advancing to the
WAC Tournament semifinal match.
With a 5-2-1 record, USU was coWAC regular-season champions with
San Jose State.

Black Student Union
vigil celebrates equality
USU’s 2011 Martin Luther King,
Jr. Candlelight Vigil will be held
Wednesday, Jan. 12, in the Taggart
Student Center Ballroom at 6 p.m. The
event features speaker Mark Flores and
performances by members of the USU
Black Student Union. Activities are free
and all are invited.
The vigil provides students, faculty,
staff and community members an opportunity to gather and consider the many
sacrifices that have advanced social
equality.
“It is also a time for us to consider the
significant work yet to be accomplished
and our personal role in furthering
social justice,” said Rachel Brighton,
Multicultural Program Coordinator of
the USU Access and Diversity Center.
“The Candlelight Vigil is a long-standing and important tradition at Utah State
University,” said Director of the USU
Access and Diversity Center Michelle
Bogdan. “Not only will it receive hearty
support from the Access and Diversity
Center, it will become our crowning
event.”

Logan Canyon photo
exhibit up in library
A photography exhibit opens the
new year and exhibition schedule
at Utah State University’s Merrill
Cazier Library.
“The Canyon: Recreation in
Logan Canyon, 1890s-1970s” can be
seen in the library’s lobby Jan. 10
through mid-March.
The exhibition was assembled
by Daniel Davis, Merrill-Cazier
Library’s Special Collections and
Archives photograph curator. The
exhibit includes a sampling of images drawn from the Logan Canyon
Photograph Collection housed in
Special Collections and Archives.
For more than 110 years, Logan
Canyon has been a center for camping, hiking, fishing, skiing or just
having a good time with friends and
family, Davis said.
The exhibit includes more than
20 images of recreational activities
in Logan Canyon from the 1890s to
the 1970s.
“The images show that while
fashion, transportation and equipment change, the canyon is still used
largely for most of the same recreational purposes,” Davis said.

-Compiled from staff
and media reports
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Hour: All students made available for noon lectures in fall 2012
-continued from page 1
“The result will be more classes at
‘unpopular’ hours or students having
to stay an extra term to complete all of
their program. I fear that when students
realize the tradeoffs, they will be unhappy with this decision,” Herzberg said.
Olsen said, “My answer to that is
just that working with John Mortensen,
the registrar, he had people on his staff
come up with a mock-up. A lot of hours
were spent trying to see if it was actually
even a reality and they came back with a
definite yes.”
Mortensen said he and his office
determined that by changing some class
times to 7:30 a.m. or later in the afternoon, accommodating the common hour
would be possible.
“That does not take into effect what
would happen in reality with departments or instructors maybe not willing
to teach at that time,” Mortensen said.
“It had no human factor in it at all, it
was just all things being consistent – the
same course offerings, the same numbers – could it be done? Yes, it could
be.”
Mortensen said, “There’s gonna be
all kinds of decisions. Departments
are going to have to have their input.
Students are going to have to be able
to put their schedules together accordingly.”
Olsen also said he felt some faculty
were hesitant because the common hour
would change their teaching schedules.
“There’s nothing I can really say to
that,” he said. “If they have concerns
about having to switch up when they
teach, there’s really no way to refute
that. It’s true. But I just feel that it’s an
important enough thing to have happen.”
Assistant Provost Michelle Larsen
said the Provost’s office was supportive
of the idea, and now that the policy has
been approved, the registrar’s office and
faculty will review the schedule together
to make sure it will work for everyone.
Olsen said he will be meeting with the
department heads collectively to further

SPEECHES ON CAMPUS will be designated for the new common hour so more students can attend. Former arts and lectures director, Jo Olsen, said he thought this change
would be positive so students can attend events made possible by student fees. CARL R.
WILSON photo

discuss the policy.
“Even though they don’t have a vote
on it, they felt the need to hear more
about it ‘cause they have some concerns
with it,” Olsen said.
“In terms of voting,” Herzberg said,
“I do not think it is a matter of having a
vote, but instead is about making decisions without all of the information
needed.”
Herzberg said if a common hour
needed to be created, 3:30 or 4:30 p.m.
might be a better time.
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She said low attendance is more about
the increasingly busy lives of students
than it is about the current class schedule.
“If this is correct,” she said, “the
University will have just made a very
costly decision in terms of scheduling,
without changing the attendance outcome significantly. I hope that this is not
the case.”

– ropjepson@live.com

UPR rings in new year
with local benefit event
By RHETT WILKSINON
staff writer

Utah Public Radio (UPR) held a New Years’ Eve party at
Hamilton’s Restaurant to celebrate UPR’s new building and advances
within the broadcast industry and give locals an enjoyable night out
to bring in 2011.
Nora Zambreno, interim general manager of UPR, said several of
those who attended were invitees who have a connection to the organization.
Among the guests in that category were Ron and Sandi Gilliam,
both associate professors of communicative disorders and deaf education in the Emma Eccles Jones College of Education. Sandi said she
was excited to take part in UPR’s recent success.
“(The party) seemed like a celebratory, looking-toward-the-future
kind of event,” she said. “It was fun to be a part of this growing radio
station, and to see in this state and city, something really cool happen.
It’s growing, and it’s great to be a part of something like that.”
Zambreno said while UPR had the objective of sharing exposure
to the building campaign, there was not a monetary goal to take from
the party – a gathering that included dancing, dinner, entertainment
from magician Richard Hatch and a champagne buffet with two
toasts to ring in 2011.
“(The party) is about providing a good time for those who want to
do so for New Year’s,’” she said.
Zambreno said the event also recognized UPR recently completing
an upgrade to their Richfield station as well as a new broadcasting
hub in Vernal. Closer to USU, a new building is being constructed
between the Multimedia and Distance Education Building and the
tennis courts on-campus. The building will have a groundbreaking
this coming spring, and is projected to be completed by December
2012.
The structure will be twice as large as UPR’s current location, situated across the street, west of Aggie Ice Cream on 1200 East.
Zambreno said because UPR is a non-profit organization, they
can’t make money from any event they hold. So, while the organization did politely ask for donations, they can’t exceed the cost of actually throwing the event.
“Any (money) that’s left over will go toward the station,” she said.
“These things don’t usually bring lots of dollars, but help to connect
those interested with steps to build and move the organization forward.”
The Gilliam’s said they are among those interested in seeing such
progress.
“We wanted to support the public radio. We think that’s important,” Sandi said. “We knew a lot of colleagues would be there from
the Emma Eccles Jones benefit. We thought it would be good to benefit the community.”
Lee and Jackie Rulis, residents of Logan, were among those at
the event who did not have an association with UPR in any way, but
thought it a worthy cause to support the state-wide station.
“It was well-done, and very low-key, and a nice occasion for New
Year’s Eve in Cache Valley,” Lee said.
Lee said UPR described their motive to look for a capital funding
project for the new station building.
Sandi said almost all of the patrons were from Utah State in some
form or fashion. She also said two toasts were held because the first,
at 10 p.m., was held to ring in the New Year as the ball at Times
Square in New York dropped live, and the second was to welcome
2011 according to Mountain Standard Time.

– rhett.wilkinson@aggiemail.usu.edu
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et’s put things into perspective:
2010 was not the worst year ever.
There have been MUCH worse
years. For example, toward the
end of the Cretaceous Period, the Earth
was struck by an asteroid that wiped
out 75 percent of all the species on the
planet. Can we honestly say that we
had a worse year than those species
did? Yes we can, because they were not
exposed to “Jersey Shore.”
So on second thought we see that
this was, in fact, the worst year ever.
The perfect symbol for the awfulness of
2010 was the BP oil spill, which oozed
up from the depths and spread, totally
out of control, like some kind of hideous
uncontrollable metaphor. (Or, “Jersey
Shore.”) The scariest thing about the
spill was, nobody in charge seemed to
know what to do about it. Time and
again, top political leaders personally
flew down to the Gulf of Mexico to
look at the situation first-hand and hold
press availabilities. And yet somehow,
despite these efforts, the oil continued to leak. This forced us to face the
disturbing truth that even top policy
thinkers with postgraduate degrees from
Harvard University — Harvard University!
— could not stop it.
The leak was eventually plugged
by non-policy people using machinery
of some kind. But by then our faith in
our leaders had been shaken, especially
since they also seemed to have no idea
what to do about this pesky recession.
Congress tried every remedy it knows,
ranging all the way from borrowing
money from China and spending it on
government programs, to borrowing
MORE money from China and spending it on government programs. But in
the end, all of this stimulus created few
actual jobs, and most of those were in
the field of tar-ball collecting.
Things were even worse abroad.
North Korea continued to show why it
is known as “the international equivalent
of Charlie Sheen.” The entire nation of
Greece went into foreclosure and had to
move out; it is now living with relatives
in Bulgaria. Iran continued to develop
nuclear weapons, all the while insisting that they would be used only for
peaceful scientific research, such as — to
quote President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad
— “seeing what happens when you
drop one on Israel.” Closer to home, the
already strained relationship between the
U.S. and Mexico reached a new low following the theft, by a Juarez-based drug
cartel, of the Grand Canyon.
This is not to say that 2010 was all
bad. There were bright spots. Three, to
be exact:
1. The Yankees did not even get into
the World Series.
2. There were several days during
which Lindsay Lohan was neither going
into, nor getting out of, rehab.
3. Apple released the hugely anticipated iPad, giving iPhone people, at
long last, something to fondle with their
other hand.
Other than that, 2010 was a disaster.
To make absolutely sure that we do not
repeat it, let’s remind ourselves just how
bad it was.
Let’s put this
year into a full-body scanner and check
out its junk, starting with ...
JANUARY
... which begins grimly, with the
pesky unemployment rate remaining
high. Every poll shows that the major
concerns of the American people are
federal spending, the exploding deficit,
and — above all — jobs. Jobs, jobs, jobs:
This is what the public is worried about.
In a word, the big issue is: jobs. So the
Obama administration, displaying the
keen awareness that has become its
trademark, decides to focus like a laser
on: health-care reform. The centerpiece
of this effort is a historic bill that will
either (a) guarantee everybody excellent
free health care, or (b) permit federal
bureaucrats to club old people to death.
Nobody knows which, because nobody
has read the bill, which in printed form
has the same mass as a UPS truck.
The first indication that the healthcare bill is not wildly popular comes
when Republican Scott Brown, who
opposes the bill, is elected to the U.S.
Senate by Massachusetts voters, who in
normal times would elect a crustacean
before they would vote Republican. The
vote shocks the Obama administration,
which — recognizing that it is perceived
as having its priorities wrong — decides
that the president will make a series of
high-profile speeches on the urgent need
for: health-care reform.
In other economic news, Toyota
announces a huge recall following
reports that its popular Camry model
is behaving unpredictably — accelerating, decelerating, downloading Internet
porn and traveling backward in time
to unstable historical periods. This is
expected to benefit Toyota’s competitors,
especially troubled GM, which is hoping to score big with the new “Volt,” a
revolutionary vehicle capable of traveling
nearly six miles before its 19,500 triple-A
batteries must be replaced.
But January’s biggest story, watched
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with growing alarm by observers
around the world and threatening to force the United Nations to
intervene, is the tense confrontation
between Conan O’Brien and Jay
Leno over who gets to be on NBC
at 11:35 p.m. and tell jokes until
the viewing audience falls asleep at
11:43. After a brutal struggle, Leno
triumphs; O’Brien, vowing revenge,
flees into the hills above Los
Angeles with a small but loyal band
of agents.
In other entertainment news,
the runaway movie hit is “Avatar,”
a futuristic epic about humans who
travel to an alien planet to mine a
precious mineral that they believe
will give them the power to emit
believable dialogue. This being a
James Cameron movie, they fail.
Speaking of alien planets, in...
FEBRUARY
...Iran triumphantly announces
(we are not making this item up)
that it has launched into sub-orbital
space a rocket carrying a rodent,
two turtles and several worms.
Iranian state television reports

that the nation’s space program
is “peaceful,” and that the rodent
(we are still not making this up) is
named “Helmz 1.”
In U.S. politics, President
Obama, responding to the mounting
public concern about jobs, invites
Democratic and Republican congressional leaders to the White House
for a historic daylong summit on:
health-care reform. Despite their
deep philosophical differences, the
two sides are able, after hours of
sometimes-heated debate, to hammer out an agreement on when to
break for lunch.
They fail to make any progress
on health care, although in his closing remarks President Obama notes
that the historic summit produced
“only minor furniture damage.”
In business news, Toyota suffers yet another blow when a U.S.
Department of Transportation study
links the Camry to both diabetes
and the JFK assassination. The CEO
of Toyota appears before a congressional committee and offers a
sincere and heartfelt apology for his

company’s problems. At least that’s
what his translator claims; it is later
determined that what the CEO actually told the committee was, quote,
“you have an eggplant in your bottom.”
Speaking of apologies: Tiger
Woods delivers a nationally televised speech in which he says he is
very, very sorry and has sworn off
having sex with as many as eight
different hot women per day. His
golf game immediately goes into the
toilet.
In other sports news, the Vancouver
Winter Olympics begin on an
uncertain note when it is discovered that Vancouver — apparently
nobody realized this ahead of time
— is a seaside city with a mild
climate, so there is no snow. This
hampers some of the competition,
as for example when the Latvian
cross-country ski team gets bogged
down in mud and is eaten by alligators.
In Super Bowl XMLLMMXVIIX,
the underdog New Orleans Saints
defeat the Indianapolis Colts, setting off a celebration so joyous that
people on Bourbon Street are still
throwing up.
Speaking of celebrations, in...
MARCH
...Democratic congressional leaders, responding to polls showing
that the health-care bill is increasingly unpopular with the public,
manage, with a frantic, last-minute
effort, to pass the health-care bill, or
at least a giant mass of paper that is
assumed to be the health-care bill.
This leads to a triumphant White
House signing ceremony, the highlight of which is Vice President Joe
“Joe” Biden dropping the f-bomb
moments before being hustled off
by aides to have an important meeting with somebody important.
But opposition is “brewing” in the form of the Tea Party
movement, consisting of regular
Americans who are fed up with
costly big-government programs
except for Social Security, Medicare
and Medicaid. They are determined
to elect a new breed of representatives who are not career politicians,
or even necessarily sane.
In international news:
— Greece asks the International
Monetary Fund if it can borrow 17
billion euro for “cigarettes.”
— Somali pirates, becoming
increasingly brazen, seize the Staten
Island Ferry.
— Iranian hero space rodent
Helmz 1 is captured attempting to
scurry across the Lebanese border

into Israel. Iran claims this is a peaceful
mission, but the Israelis note that Helmz
1 is wearing a tiny backpack filled with
enough explosives to — in the words of
one military analyst — “put somebody’s
eye out.”
On a more hopeful note, on March
27 people in more than 4,000 cities
around the world turn off their lights
in observance of Earth Hour, saving
an estimated 45 million megawatts of
electricity — enough to power one of Al
Gore’s houses for nearly three days.
But the environment suffers a big setback in...
APRIL
...when the Deepwater Horizon rig
explodes in the Gulf of Mexico after
being struck by a runaway Toyota
Camry. BP initially downplays the magnitude of the problem, claiming that the
resulting oil leak is smallish and might
go away on its own or even prove to
be, quote, “nutritious for oysters.” Soon,
however, large patches of crude oil are
drifting toward land, and it becomes
clear that this is a major disaster — a
challenge that we, as a nation, will have
to meet, as we have met other challenges, with a combination of photo
opportunities, lawsuits and tweeting.
Elsewhere on the disaster scene,
Iceland’s Eyjafjallajokull (literally, “many
syllables”) volcano erupts, sending huge
clouds of ash into the atmosphere and
forcing airlines throughout northern
Europe to ground all flights. Greece,
although not directly affected, announces that it will take six months off, just
in case; France, as an added precaution,
surrenders.
In more domestic news, Arizona
passes a controversial new law designed
to crack down on illegal immigrants; this
draws a sharp rebuke from the Mexican
government, currently headquartered in
Tucson.
President Obama outlines his bold
vision for the U.S. space program, calling for a manned mission to establish
comprehensive health-care reform on
Mars by 2030. The president also signs
a historic arms-reduction treaty with
Russian President Dmitry Medvedev
under which both countries will destroy
one-third of their older nuclear missiles
by upgrading them to Windows Vista.
In a related development, Iran purchases
$78 million worth of used nuclear-missile
parts on Craigslist.
Speaking of growing menaces, in...
MAY
...the pesky Deepwater Horizon oil
spill dominates the news as BP tries a
series of increasingly desperate measures
to plug the leak, including, at one point,

- See BARRY, page 7
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which they would no longer
be provided by the government with free rocks.
In consumer news, Apple
finally releases the longawaited iPhone 4, which incorporates many subtle improvements, the cumulative result
of which is that it can neither
make nor receive telephone
calls. It is of course a huge hit.
In sports, the World Cup
gets underway in South Africa;
despite fears of violence, the
massive event is totally peaceful, except for the estimated
13,000 people who leap to
their deaths from the tops of
stadiums to escape the sound
of the vuvuzelas. The early
tournament highlight (which
we are not making up) is
provided by the French team,
which, after getting off to a
bad start, goes on strike.
Speaking of bad, in...
JULY
...the Deepwater Horizon
oil spill officially becomes,
according to the news media,
the worst thing that has ever
happened, with environmental experts reporting that tar
balls have been sighted on
the surface of the moon. Just
when all appears to be lost, BP
announces that it has stopped
the leak, using a 75-ton cap
and what a company spokesperson describes as “a truly
heroic manatee named Wendell.” Although oil is
no longer leaking, much damage has been done,
so this important story remains the focus of the
nation’s attention for nearly 45 minutes, after
which the nation’s attention shifts to Lindsay
Lohan.
In other national news, Congress passes
and President Obama signs into law a financialreform act designed to curb Wall Street excesses
by mandating the death penalty for anybody
caught wearing a watch costing more than a
house. Having guaranteed that the financial
community will behave in a responsible manner,
Washington returns to the important work of
running up the deficit.
On the foreign economic front, anger builds
over plans by the governments of both Greece
and France to raise the retirement age, which
means workers would have to continue striking
for several years longer before they could start
collecting pensions. In protest, everybody in
both nations goes on strike.
In the World Cup final, Spain defeats
Holland, only to have the trophy snatched away
by the North Korean team, which, despite a
U.S. threat of “really, really harsh sanctions,”
turns it over to the Iranian team, which was not
even in the tournament. Eerily, all of this was
predicted by a psychic octopus named Paul,
who is immediately hired by Goldman Sachs.
But the big sports story is the decision by
LeBron James, announced in a one-hour television special watched by a worldwide audience
estimated at 127 billion, to take his talents to
South Beach and play for the Miami Heat, where
he will join Dwyane Wade, Chris Bosh, Michael
Jordan, the late Wilt Chamberlain and Jesus
to form a dream basketball team so supremely
excellent that it cannot possibly lose, not even
one single game, EVER, in theory. Miami erupts
in a joyous weeks-long victory celebration.
During the excitement Fidel Castro dies, an
event that goes unreported in The Miami Herald,
which has devoted all its staff resources to a
9-part series speculating on whom LeBron will
select as his dentist.
The month ends on a troubling note as the
United Nations Security Council votes unanimously to send a peacekeeping force to quell
Mel Gibson.
Speaking of troubling, in...
AUGUST
...concern over the direction of the U.S.
economy deepens when Federal Reserve
Chairman Ben Bernanke, in what some economists see as a sign of pessimism, applies for
Canadian citizenship.
Speaking of getaways: JetBlue flight attendant Steven Slater becomes a national sensation
when he curses out a passenger, deploys the
evacuation chute, grabs two beers and slides
out of the plane. He is immediately hired as
director of customer relations by the TSA.
In the month’s most dramatic story, 33 copper miners in Chile are trapped 2,300 feet underground following a cave-in caused by a runaway
Toyota Camry. The good news is that the men
are still alive; the bad news is that the only drilling equipment capable of reaching them quickly
belongs to BP. Informed of this, the men elect
to stay down there for the time being.
In legal news, Elena Kagan is sworn in
as the newest Supreme Court justice, having established, in three
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a 167,000-pound wad of pre-chewed Juicy Fruit.
President Obama, eager to show that he is on
top of the situation, develops severe forehead
cramps from standing on the shore and frowning with concern at the water.
Meanwhile Congress holds televised hearings
that establish, beyond any reasonable doubt,
that Congress is very upset about, and totally
opposed to, large oil spills. Despite these heroic
efforts, the leak continues to grow, and by the
end of the month is threatening suburban Des
Moines.
On the terror front, New York City police,
alerted by Times Square street vendors, discover
a smoking SUV packed with explosives — a
violation of many city ordinances, including
the ban on smoking. Fortunately the car bomb
is disarmed, and a suspect is later captured at
Kennedy Airport by sharp-eyed TSA officers
trained to spot suspicious behavior.
Ha ha! Just kidding, of course. The suspect
is captured by U.S. Customs agents at the last
minute after boarding a Dubai-bound plane filled
with passengers who, like the suspect, had all
been carefully screened by the TSA to make sure
they were not carrying more than three ounces
of shampoo.
In other air-travel news, the boards of directors of United and Continental approve a
merger that will create one of the world’s largest
airlines, with a combined total of 700 planes,
88,000 employees, and nearly two dozen packets of peanuts.
But the big financial news is the May 6 stock
market “Flash Crash.” The Dow at one point is
down nearly 1,000 points, including a drop of
600 points in five minutes, resulting in what
financial analysts say is the largest mass purchase of emergency replacement underwear in
Wall Street history.
The SEC investigates the crash and later
issues a 350-page report concluding: “You know
that eTrade baby? In the commercials? With the
grown man’s voice? That baby is REAL.”
Abroad, thousands of people riot in the
streets of Athens to protest a report by the
International Monetary Fund concluding that
Greece should “think about maybe getting a
part-time job.”
In sports, yet another major-league pitcher pitches yet another perfect game, and the baseball
world wets its collective pants, because there
is nothing more exciting to a true baseball fan
than a game in which one of the teams can’t
even manage to get on base.
The excitement mounts in...
JUNE
...as the Deepwater Horizon oil leak continues to gush, with each day bringing alarming
new media reports claiming that it is an even
worse environmental disaster than had been
reported the previous day. The furor culminates
in a New York Times story stating that eventually all the oil in the world will leak out through
the hole in Gulf floor and cover the entire planet
with a layer of oil 27 feet deep, which according
to the Times would be “potentially devastating for polar bears.” BP attempts to stop the
leak using a high-tech robot submarine, only
to see the effort fail when the sub is seized by
Somali pirates. In Washington, the CEO of BP
appears before an angry House Subcommittee
on Oversight and Investigations, which votes
unanimously, after seven and a half hours of
testimony, to give him a noogie.
Still, somehow, the oil keeps leaking.
Abroad, U.S. intelligence intercepts a top-secret cable from Iran
to North Korea, apparently written in code, stating: “Thanks for
selling us the buclear beapons.”
In response, the U.S. threatens
to impose harsh new sanctions
that, in the words of Secretary of
State Hillary Clinton, “will make
the previous harsh sanctions that
we threatened to impose seem like
only moderate threatened sanctions, and this time we are not
kidding around.”
On the world economic front,
thousands of rock-throwing rioters
take to the streets of both Athens
and Rome to protest punishing
new austerity measures under

days of testimony before the
Senate Judiciary Committee, that
she went to either Harvard or
Yale. Elsewhere, a federal jury
deadlocks on 22 of 24 charges
against former Illinois Gov. Rod
Blagojevich, convicting him only
of, quote, “being some kind of
enormous rodent.” Outside the
courtroom, Blagojevich tearfully
thanks his supporters, then robs
a convenience store.
In New York City, the big
issue is a proposal to build, two
blocks from Ground Zero, a
Muslim community center, which
proponents claim will promote
dialogue. Even in the purely conceptual phase it promotes a huge
amount of dialogue, to the point
where National Guard troops
may need to be called in.
Another heartwarming interfaith story erupts in...
SEPTEMBER
...when Terry Jones, pastor of
a tiny church in Florida, declares
that he will proceed with plans
to burn a Koran on 9/11. The
media, recognizing that this is
not really news, ignore him, and
the matter is quickly forgotten.
But seriously: Jones becomes
a major international story,
comparable in magnitude to all
of the Kardashians combined.
President Obama speaks out against Jones’ plan,
as do members of Congress, the military and
virtually every American religious leader; abroad,
there are fatal riots. Finally, after a great deal of
soul-searching TV exposure, Jones decides not
to burn the Koran, explaining, “I finally figured
out that I’m just an attention-seeking jerkwater
idiot.”
The news media vow never again to encourage this kind of mindless hysteria. Abroad, the
rioters agree to stop taking everything so darned
seriously.
Getting back to reality: The 2010 election
season enters its final days with polls showing
that Congress enjoys the same overall level of
voter popularity as hemorrhoids. Incumbents
swarm out of Washington and head for their
home districts to campaign on the theme of
how much they hate Washington, in the desperate hope that the voters will return them to
Washington.
President Obama, basking in the glow of the
health-care reform act, offers to campaign for
Democratic candidates, only to find that many
of them have important dental appointments
and are unable to join him on whatever day he
is planning to visit.
Adding zest to the Republican stew is the
presence of many “Tea Party” candidates,
including Delaware Senate hopeful Christine
O’Donnell, who at one point in her campaign
releases a TV commercial that begins with her
stating, in a calm and reassuring tone, that she
is not a witch.
Meanwhile in Chile, an attempt to deliver
food to the 33 trapped copper miners ends in
a tragic accident involving what mining officials
describe as “an incredibly courageous Domino’s
driver.”
Speaking of tragic, in...
OCTOBER
...the U.S. economy suffers another blow
as the Federal Bureau of Never Expecting
Unemployment To Be As High As It Actually Is
reports that, for the 37th consecutive month,
unemployment is unexpectedly high. “Darned if
we didn’t get fooled again!” exclaims a bureau
spokesperson, adding, “We expect it to be
lower next month.” Meanwhile Federal Reserve
Chairman Ben Bernanke, speaking from his new
office in Toronto, announces a plan to drastically increase the U.S. money supply by “quantitative easing,” a controversial process involving
what Bernanke describes as “a major job for
Kinko’s.”
The economy remains the big theme as the
congressional elections enter the home stretch,
with incumbents from both parties declaring
their eagerness to go back to Washington and
knock some sense into whatever incompetent
morons are in charge.
Polls show that the voters are in a very
cranky mood, which tends to favor outsiders
such as the Tea Party candidates, although
Christine O’Donnell definitely hurts her chances
in Delaware when, during a televised debate,
she turns her opponent into a toad.
President Obama, continuing his quest to
find candidates willing to accept his help, winds
up campaigning in what White House spokesperson Robert Gibbs describes as “some very
key student-council races.” Meanwhile Sarah
Palin, raising her stature as a potential 2012
GOP presidential contender, weighs in on the
issues with a number of important tweets.
On the legal front, the Supreme Court, as
it does every October, begins a new term,
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which is hastily adjourned when the justices
discover that their robes have bedbugs.
In the month’s most dramatic story, the 33
trapped Chilean miners are all brought safely to
the surface, only to be sent right back down
because they failed to bring up any copper
— which, as the mining company points out,
“was the whole point of sending them down
there in the first place.” Meanwhile in France,
millions of workers again take to the streets to
demonstrate, in no uncertain terms, that they
are French.
Elsewhere abroad, terrorists in Yemen attempt
to send mail bombs to the U.S., confirming the
long-held suspicions of U.S. intelligence that
there really is a country named “Yemen.” The
plot, which involves explosives concealed inside
printer cartridges, is foiled, but as a precaution
the TSA decides to prohibit air travelers in the
U.S. from carrying anything capable of printing,
including pens, pencils, and children in grades 2
through 5.
In sports, the National Football League, seeking to reduce violence, imposes stiff fines for
defensive beheading.
Speaking of gory, in...
NOVEMBER
...the elections turn out to be a bloodbath
for the Democrats, who lose the House of
Representatives, a bunch of Senate seats, some
governorships, some state legislatures and all of
the key student-council races. Also a number of
long-term Democratic incumbents are urinated
on by their own dogs. President Obama immediately departs for a 9-day trip to Asia to see
if anybody over there wants to hear about the
benefits of health-care reform.
Speaking of health: Some air travelers express
concern about radiation from the TSA’s new
high-resolution scanners, especially after screeners at O’Hare are seen using one to make
popcorn. TSA chief John Pistole insists that the
scanners are completely safe “as long as you
move through quickly.” He also assures passengers that their body images “are not saved for
any purpose whatsoever, such as entertainment
at the TSA Christmas party.”
World tension mounts as North Korea, in
what is widely seen as a deliberate act of provocation, fires artillery shells at Denver. Meanwhile,
in another indication of the worsening global
debt crisis, the directors of the International
Monetary Fund vote to have Ireland’s legs broken.
The U.S. economy also continues to struggle, as the unemployment rate, catching everybody by surprise, turns out to be higher than
expected for yet another month. The lone bright
spot is provided by the president’s deficit-reduction commission, which, after months of work,
releases a draft of a tough plan that, if Congress
can muster the backbone to enact it, would
reduce the deficit by trillions of dollars and
put the nation on the path back to fiscal sanity. This is a welcome bit of comic relief in the
stressed-out capital; everybody enjoys a hearty
bipartisan laugh, then gets back to maneuvering
for the 2012 elections.
In other entertainment news, Bristol Palin’s
bid to win “Dancing With The Stars” falls short
when the judges throw out 147 million votes
from Palm Beach County. She winds up finishing third, behind actress Jennifer Grey and Vice
President Biden.
In sports, President Obama’s upper lip is
injured in a basketball game when he is hit in
the mouth by an elbow believed to have been
thrown by North Korea.
International tension continues to mount in...
DECEMBER
...with the continued release
by Wikileaks of classified
cables leaked from the State
Department, which apparently
has the same level of data security as an Etch-a-Sketch. The
cables reveal a number of embarrassing diplomatic secrets, such
as:
— The last three rounds of
Middle East peace talks have
consisted entirely of delegates
playing Twister.
— The Republic of Tajikistan
and the Republic of Uzbekistan
frequently, as a prank, exchange
places in the United Nations,

- See BARRY, page 8
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and nobody has ever noticed.
— High-ranking officials of Scotland, speaking in private, admit
that they don’t understand what the hell they’re saying either.
— In 2007, Hungary paid $170 million to Russia for pictures of
Sweden naked.
In domestic politics, a partisan debate rages over what to
do about the expiring Bush tax cuts. The Democrats, suddenly
alarmed about the deficit, want to raise taxes on people making
$250,000 a year — or, as the Democrats routinely refer to them,
“billionaires.” The Republicans want to extend tax cuts for everybody, but compensate by cutting federal spending at a later date
using an amazing new spending-cutting device they have seen
advertised on TV.
Finally, President Obama and the Republican leaders reach a
compromise under which income-tax rates will stay the same for
everybody, but the death tax will be expanded to include people
who are merely hung over.
Also, in a concession to the Iowa congressional delegation, the
federal government will continue to fund a “green energy” program under which corn is converted into ethanol, which is then
converted back into corn, which is then planted to grow more
corn. This will cost $5 billion a year, but it is expected to create
or save literally dozens of Iowa jobs.
President Obama, trying to sell the compromise, appears
ambivalent, saying that “it is less than ideal,” but also pointing
out that “it totally sucks,” adding, “I hate it.” Despite this smooth
sales pitch, many Democrats are unhappy. There is even talk of a
primary challenge to Obama in 2012, a notion dismissed as “nonsense” by Hillary Clinton, who speaks to reporters while traveling
on what aides describe as routine State Department business in
New Hampshire.
In another potential setback for the president, a federal judge
in Virginia rules that the health-care reform act violates the constitution’s tonnage clause.
On the environmental front, delegates from 193 countries at
the UN Climate Change Conference in Cancun, Mexico, pass a
resolution stating that they should not have had those last four
rounds of margaritas.
Time Magazine, in a controversial decision, names, as its
Person of the Year, Iranian space pioneer Helmz 1. In television
news, Fidel Castro makes a surprise guest appearance on “The
Walking Dead.”
Speaking of entertainment: As the year finally draws to a close,
all eyes are on Times Square, where MTV plans to ring in the
new year by dropping a ball containing Nicole “Snooki” Polizzi,
one of the leading bimbos of “Jersey Shore.” Millions eagerly tune
in, only to find that the ball has been attached to something that
makes it drop slowly. A bitterly disappointing end to a bitterly
disappointing year.
But at least it’s over, right? And we can take comfort in the
fact that 2011 cannot possibly be worse. Unless, of course, this
newly discovered asteroid — maybe you read about it — continues
on a trajectory that...
Try not to think about it. Have another margarita. Happy New
Year.
(Dave Barry is a humor columnist for the Miami Herald. Write to
him c/o The Miami Herald, One Herald Plaza, Miami FL 33132.
McClatchy Newspapers)
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The pros and cons of student housing
By JESSICA SWEAT
features senior writer

Choosing a school can be the most crucial
decision for students planning on a college
education; however, it is not the only one. After
the acceptance letters are mailed, a student
acknowledges they will soon be leaving the nest.
Survival becomes the next objective and the
hunt for an apartment is on. But one question
still remains: Should I live on campus or off
campus?
USU juniors Kelcie Welch, Laura Luke and
Carlos Mendoza all have opinions. All three
students have resided in different areas both on
and off campus.
Assistance
A leaky shower or roommate problems is
typically not anticipated by most new students.
In on-campus housing, resident assistants, or
RAs, are assigned to each floor to enforce rules,
solve conflict and assist resident needs.
When you live off campus, it is most likely
that you will deal with a landlord or apartment manager. They usually take maintenance
requests and accept rent/deposit payments.
When comparing an RA with an apartment
manager, Welch said RAs are more personable
and seem to care more about their residents.
She said the downside is that while the RA can
become your friend, they still have to enforce
rules.
With landlords, Welch said they don’t get to
know you and are more about business. She said
they can be hard to get a hold of, whereas an RA
lives down the hall.
Welch also said that on-campus housing is
much faster to respond to maintenance issues
whereas living off campus, it depends on your
landlord. Despite this, Welch said she prefers to
work with landlords because they interfere less
and you feel more independent.
Apartment manager Darla Clark owns
off-campus apartment buildings Clarksburg,
Breslaw, and Stoneleigh. Clark said she strives to
have a good relationship with tenants by being
accessible and dealing with them directly. Clark
said she even throws a party at the beginning of
the school year for her tenants.
“This is a business for me. I want to make
sure it runs right,” Clark said.
Former RA and current senior Marcus
Morrison said he feels living on-campus can
provide students with extra structure especially
during their first college years. He said it also
benefits them socially and makes it easier for
them to make friends.

“As an RA, I felt I had more contact and care
for my residents. I actually want them in enjoy
college and do well,” Morrison said.
Morrison also said USU housing is full of
“people who care and look out for you.”
Safety/Security
All three students said they feel safe in
Logan, but with the addition of USU police, the
on-campus escort service and the fact that oncampus housing buildings get locked during
evening hours, all three said that they felt safer
living on campus.
“On-campus feels safer because there are
more people,” Mendoza said.
Food
At USU, if you live in Central Campus, or
the Living and Learning Community, you must
purchase a traditional meal plan. For other
on-campus residents, meal plans are optional.
Traditional meal plans range from $875-1700
per semester. Block meal plans cost $182-510
dollars.
Mendoza said he felt his purchase of a meal
plan was worth his money and is beneficial for
some students.
“A bunch of people coming out of high school
don’t know how to cook. It was expensive, but I
say it’s worth it,” Mendoza said.
Welch said she also felt her meal plan was
expensive but convenient.
“All I had to do was swipe my card and I
saved time not only on cooking, but grocery
shopping as well. It was also perfect for that
hour break in between classes and was close to
my dorm,” Welch said.
On the other hand, Luke chose on-campus
housing with a kitchenette and opted to cook
her own meals.
“It was important to me to have that extra
living/kitchen space and be able to cook,” Luke
said.

ON CAMPUS HOUSING
and off campus housing each
have their own costs and benefits. Places like Richards Hall
(above) offer a lively social life
and more security, but can lack
in privacy. Grover Apartments
(left) is more private and can be
less expensive, but not as close
to classes and places to eat. ANI
AGHABABYAN photos

Privacy
All three students agreed that off-campus
housing provides a student with more privacy.
They said on-campus housing tends to be more
social: people walk into each other’s dorms and
doors are left propped open.
Off-campus, all three felt that because you
are more spaced out, doors are more commonly
left closed, giving more privacy. Students are
also living with fewer people in such a close

- See HOUSING, page 10

Fly away home at the Logan airport Advising students
By NOELLE JOHANSEN
staff writer

Just a 10-minute drive from Old Main sits the Logan-Cache
Airport, home to three flight schools and the second-longest runway in Utah.
Six of the eight employees at Leading Edge Aviation, one
of the flight schools at the airport, are graduates of Utah State
University.
The university’s flight school offers a four-year degree in either
Aviation Professional Pilot or Maintenance Management, according to the USU Aviation website. A large percentage of those professional pilots and maintenance managers are now employed by
the likes of Skywest and Delta.
“We have a lot of folks who have come through our program
who are in the field flying,” USU Aviation staff assistant Pam
Allen said. Allen used to work in the USU football office.
“In the football office I had three quarterbacks and here I have
200,” she said.
Allen said pilots must have a certain degree of confidence
because they are taking a plane into the air, which is not something everyone can do. Passengers do not look to stewards or
stewardesses, but to the trained pilot for their well-being and protection, she said.
“We tend to draw the students that are a little higher caliber,”
Allen said. “If you’re struggling in your classes at university, you’re
going to struggle in our program.”
She said the University flight program shares the same high
standards as the Federal Aviation Administration.
To become a pilot, one must follow a series of steps. First, obtain a
private pilot’s license. Next is instrument rating.
“Kind of a flying in the clouds idea,” said USU graduate and
Leading Edge Aviation line manager Nick Thomas.
The final steps are the commercial rating and then the option
to become a certified flight instructor. With a commercial rating,
a pilot can be legally hired and compensated.
Once the commercial rating is reached, a pilot has logged about
300 hours in the air. Most commercial airlines don’t hire pilots
with fewer than 1,500 hours, Thomas said.
“The main principle behind it is you’re building time for the
next level,” Thomas said. “It’s all about how much time you have
flying and your experience in that sense.”
Thomas grew up in Albuquerque, N.M. and decided on USU
because he wanted to be involved in both the flight program and

Army ROTC. He later decided he wanted the future option of law
school and switched to a pre-law degree.
However, because of his involvement in the USU branch of the
Logan-Cache airport, he was familiar with Leading Edge Aviation
and continued his flight education there.

- See FLY, page 10

THE LOGAN-CACHE AIRPORT houses many USU graduates
and three flight schools. Many former employees now work with
major airline companies. JON LARSEN photo

on a personal level
By KASEY VAN DYKE
assistant features editor

Deciding what classes to take and when can be difficult for
any student, but it’s an adviser’s job to know each and every
detail.
Though students are “strongly encouraged to consult with
(their) adviser at least once per semester,” according to the
Freshman Connections workbook, often students don’t make it a
priority until registration each semester.
Mary Leavitt, the director of advising for Humanities, Arts
and Social Sciences and the Caine College of the Arts, said advisers can cut through a lot of red tape and save students time and
money.
Leavitt has worked with advising for 22 years and said they are
seeing students more than they used to. She said she suspects it’s
because money is tighter and students have to work. With new
technology, students have the option of taking classes online or
by satellite, making it easier to work around their busy schedule.
Since many students are regularly advised from SOAR until
graduation, Leavitt said it makes it easier, as an adviser, to know
different circumstances in a student’s life that might affect their
schooling.
“I think we try not to be too intrusive, but intrusive enough to
be an asset,” Leavitt said.
Stephanie Hamblin, director of university advising, said they
don’t have that luxury, since many of their students are undeclared. She said they might see a student once or twice and then
they pick a major and disappear, but it depends on a student’s
situation.
“The challenge is educating students on the value of meeting
with and advisor on a semester basis,” Hamblin said. “We want to
see students before it’s too late.”
In addition to advising students, Hamblin said one of the
goals of university advising is to educate students on the services
the university offers, such as the Disability Resource Center, the
counseling center and tutoring.
“Part of our job is to help educate students on what can help
them be successful while they’re here,” she said. “I think students

- See ADVISING, page 11
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Housing: Dorms are social
-continued from page 9
proximity.
Luke, Mendoza and Welch said finding an affordable private
room is easier, although is still costs more than sharing a room.
Some on-campus housing does not give the option for private
rooms.
“I feel more at home not in a dorm. I have my own space and I
got to bring in more of my own things,” Luke said.
Location, Location, Location.
With USU housing, students can literally be minutes from
your classes. If students do not live in central campus areas,
designated shuttle stops are placed throughout on-campus living
areas.
Some off-campus living areas are located next to shuttle stops
as well. Luke said her off-campus house is located the same distance from campus as her dorm was.
A fan of walking to school, Luke said, “I just need better snow
boots.”
Mendoza said his off-campus apartment still keeps in him in
very close reach of campus.
On the other hand, Welch said she misses the convenience of
living close to campus. Welch said when she lived on campus or
in her sorority house, she found less temptation to skip class.
“If I was running late, I could just get up and go to class,”
Welch said.
Cost
On-campus living provides a flat cost for living expenses
either by the semester or the year. Students can even pay one sum
through their USU Banner Access account and be done.
With off-campus living, depending on where you choose to
live, it is more common to have a monthly rent. Rent can usually
be paid by the semester as well, but some businesses will require
you to take care of your own cable, Internet and utility bills.
Welch said after looking at multiple apartments, she chose
her current apartment because they bundle all costs into a flat
monthly fee.
“As a student, I have to look out for my budget and with one
fee, that makes it less of a hassle,” Welch said.
Luke has resided in a dorm, apartment and house. Luke said
she found she saved the most when living in an apartment, but
was willing to pay a little extra to reside in a more spacious home.
Mendoza said his costs have stayed relatively the same without
having to pay for a meal plan.
Experience
Overall, the three students said they have had good experiences living both on- and off-campus. They agreed that, socially,
on-campus provides the best opportunities through activities and
living in close proximity.
They said living on-campus can help you adjust to college life.
All three also said they would recommend living on campus to
freshman students.
Luke said, “if you are a freshman, it is good to live on-campus
for the social aspect, but being a junior, I prefer living off-campus
because I like the idea of going to school but not always being at
school. It is more flexible and I can do my own thing.”

– jessie.a.sweat@aggiemail.usu.edu

Fly: 9/11 decreased demand
-continued from page 9
“From the time I was a kid, I wanted to be a pilot,” Thomas
said. “The desire to continue to fly has always been the driving
factor.” Thomas is currently working on his ratings in order to
become a flight instructor.
Though Leading Edge Aviation is one way to complete all the
steps of becoming a pilot, the four-year degree offered through
USU provides the diverse personality that Allen said is necessary
for pilots.
“You have to be well-rounded,” Allen said. “A lot of our students are involved in other service clubs so they’re getting a really
well-rounded personality to go into the cockpit.”
USU Aviation Recruiter Ray Zelenski also stressed how
essential the traditional four-year degree flight program is. He
described one course, for example, that studies how the human
body reacts to various situations and called it exciting and vital for
pilots.
“We’re the oldest university in Utah with a flight program,”
Allen said. “We’ve been training pilots since World War II.”
Zelenski said the airport has a zero-accident record and they
own their own airplanes, which he said is unusual. USU graduate
Jabin Evans said the airport is uncontrolled, no one is in the tower.
Every pilot is responsible for themselves. Both Zelenski and
Allen credited chief of aviation maintenance Steve Barton with the
successful safety record. Barton has been with the USU Aviation
program for 15 years.
“(Barton) is responsible for the safety of those planes,” Zelenski
said of Barton. “Without him, we would not be where we are today
in terms of safety. That is part of why we are so successful and so
safe.”
After 9/11, aviation took one of the hardest hits economically,
Thomas said. However, pilots are required to retire once they are
65 years old. Because so many pilots are veterans of Vietnam, they
are reaching that ceiling of 65 years. As a result, there is a huge
shortage and demand for pilots, Allen said.
“Anyone involved with aviation today is the purest at heart,”
Thomas said.
There is no questioning that aviation training is expensive.
Allen said there several thousands of dollars in fees for flight
school on top of those of a normal student. Students must be willing to sacrifice to get loans and scholarships for the program.
Still, in terms of program costs, USU Aviation is in the bottomthird of what university programs cost nationwide, Zelenski said.
Thomas compared the cost of flight school to the cost of getting a
master’s degree.
“People are doing it every day,” Thomas said. “The minute you
get up and fly, you find a way. You make it happen.”
Evans wanted to be a pilot since seventh grade when he realized it was an option. He graduated from the USU Aviation program in May 2009 and is currently finishing his ratings to become
an instructor for instrument rating students. The best part?
“I get paid to do this. This is my job,” Evans said.
The airport offers a Discovery Flight program for those who
would like to see if aviation is their true calling. The Logan-Cache
airport is located at 2850 Airport Road in Logan.

– noelle.johansen@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Student wants to marry Brian Regan Advising: advisers are for students
By JESSICA BLACK
staff writer

Utah Statesman: What was your most embarrassing moment?
Kimberly Nelson: One time when I was playing flag football I had the ball and was running
towards the end zone and this kid went to grab my
flag. Instead, they grabbed the seat of my pants
and tore it down to my knee and I was still running
and didn’t even notice it.
US: What is your favorite destination and why?
KN: I really like the Redwood forest in Oregon
because the air there is so fresh, clean, crisp, and
it’s so beautiful. The trees are so big and moist,
and they have really cool big slugs. Basically anywhere along the Oregon Coast.

US: What’s
the one thing
nobody
knows about
you?
KN: I don’t
like to ski,
Kimberly Nelson and I don’t
like overconfreshman
fident guys.
I like guys
undeclared
to have confidence, but
not guys who
think they’re all that and try to hit on everyone.

Caught
on
Campus

US: Do you have any stupid human tricks?
KN: I have really flexible ankles that bend down
too far. Everyone thinks I’m a ballerina or something because they can lay flat against the ground,
and I can also look in two different directions like
a chameleon.

US: What’s the best piece of advice you’ve ever
received?
KN: If you’re heart’s still beating, then you can
change. Some people say that they can’t change
and the thing is, if your heart is still beating, you
can change.
US: What type of music do you like? What is your
favorite band or current favorite song?
KN: One Republic. I really like their new song
“Secrets” and pretty much any music like that.
Anything pop, rock or hip-hop is good.
US: If your apartment was on fire and you only had
60 seconds to grab one thing, what would it be and
why?
KN: Probably my snake Chedders, or my cats cause
they’re in my room now. Probably my cats cause I
would want them more.
US: If you could be any superhero who would you
be and why?
KN: I really like Batman because he’s real.
Something like that could really happen. He’s not
like an alien from another planet, or some emo kid
who got bit by a radioactive spider. He’s just a cool
ninja.

US: What are your talents?
KN: I’m pretty good at being positive and funny,
even in pretty bad situations. I usually try to lighten the mood with a joke.
US: If you could go back in time, to any time,
where would you go and why?
KN: I want to go back to Womens’ Suffrage and
tell all these men and people how insane they are.
I would want to go and just be a rebel. Or I think it
would be fun to go back and see what the Spartans
were like.
US: If you could be anyone in past or present for a
day who would you be?
KN: I would be Hiccup from “How to Train your
Dragon” so I could ride Toothless.
US: If you could marry or date any famous person
who would it be and why?
KN: Brian Regan but only if we were the same age
and he wasn’t already married. Life would never be
boring.

-continued from page 9
sometimes think advisers are just here for classes but we can do more than that.”
Andrew Whitlock first came to university
advising after discovering he needed 15 college credits to enlist with the Marine Corps.
Whitlock said at first he was confused and frustrated.
“I had no idea what the hell I was doing,” he
said. “I felt like a lost little kid. Someone needed
to hold my hand.”
Whitlock said his adviser was most interested in what Whitlock found interesting. Since
he wasn’t going to get his degree from USU, the
adviser encouraged Whitlock to take classes in
subjects he’d enjoy. Whitlock has completed his
15 credits and praised university advising for
their help.
He said he recommends students use their
advisers for help and advice.
“If you come here not knowing what you’re
doing it can be overwhelming,” he said.
One of the newer tools for advising is the
degree planner, found on a student’s Access/
Banner account. Though not perfect, Leavitt
said it has its benefits.
“It’s a good tool. It’ll be a better tool at some
point,” she said. “Right now degree planner
makes advising more involved.”
One flaw, she said, is that the program is not
immediately updated when major requirements
are changed and can be difficult when used to
track credits from another school.
Leavitt said it’s usually helpful for a student
to use the degree planner to double check their
credits but it is better to make an appointment
with an adviser.
“It’s never a hassle to see a student,” she said.
Hamblin agreed it is better for a student to
meet with their adviser, rather than attempt to
navigate the system alone or with friends and
family members as their only resource.
“Advisers on campus are trained to know the
policies and procedures and requirements,” she
said. “Everyone else is a good resource but it’s

an adviser’s area of expertise to map out those
options. Things change from semester to semester. We’re here and we know how to get you
through so let us help get you through.”
Isela Torres, a freshman studying nursing,
said she left her recent advising appointment
feeling “less stressed out.” She met her advisor
to help find classes that worked with her schedule. Torres has had several advising appointments during her time at USU and encourages
other students to do the same.
“They should go get help so they won’t be
frustrated and they’ll be more confident,” she
said.
Though advisers are happy to meet with
students, much of the students’ job is waiting.
Hamblin and Leavitt estimated the student-toadviser ratio to be around 550:1, well above the
national average of around 150:1 for four-year
colleges, according to the National Academic
Advising Association.
Glen Beckstead, an undeclared freshman,
waited Friday for an available adviser. Having
just returned from serving an LDS mission,
Beckstead said he needed help deciding where to
start and the “best plan of action.”
Beckstead said he wasn’t nervous or excited,
“just waiting.” Hamblin said some of the waiting
at the beginning and end of the semesters comes
from a sudden influx of students.
“It’s a manageable load if it’s spaced through
out the semester,” she said.
While Leavitt acknowledged some increase in
appointments during those times, she said her
office sees students on a regular basis throughout the semester. But, whenever a student
comes, Leavitt and Hamblin said it’s a success to
see them working towards their goals.
“This is the best job you could ever have,”
Leavitt said. “I’ve done a few other things in my
career but I’d come back to this in a heartbeat.”

– k.vandyke@aggiemail.usu.edu

US: Do you have a motto? What is it and where
did you get it from?
KN: “Keep Running, Kim” is my motto. It started
in track because people would say that. When I had
cancer, I started applying that because it was the
AML, which was short term, I related it to a sprint
which was my race and said to myself that I’ve just
got to keep running and even when it gets hard
and I hit that wall I’ve got to keep pushing through.
US: In a battle to the death who would ultimately
win? Batman or Spiderman? Why?
KN: Batman because I like him. That and he’s a
ninja.

KIMBERLY NELSON WOULD BE Batman
if she could, and loves the band One Republic.
Her favorite destination is the Redwood Forest in
Oregon. JESSICA BLACK photo

US: Name one thing you miss about being a kid.
KN: Imagination and not worrying about anything. I mean, you didn’t worry about putting snow
pants on. You didn’t care if it was cold, you would
just go play in the snow and it was a carefree world.
– jessica.black@aggiemail.usu.edu

Start the year off organized
The new year has finally
when you see items that you
arrived! After surviving famStaff need or need to replace write
ily gatherings, endless holiGuy XXXX them down. This will make
day parties, frigid weather,
shopping a lot easier and it will
and crazy shoppers its finalhelp you avoid buying things
ly time to sit back and relax!
you already have, or have too
Well, maybe not.
many of, which in return will
As always, the holiday
save you time and money.
break seems to have ended
Once you’re done sortmuch too soon and the time
ing, grab the “keep” box and
has come to begin a new
each garment. If you
Jimena Herrero evaluate
semester. It’s time once
haven’t used it in the past year
again for new faces, new
get rid of it because chances
classes, early mornings and all-nighters.
are you won’t ever wear it. Sort the items
With so much “newness” around, now is you’re keeping into categories.
the perfect time to make a fresh start ... with
You can do this by season, color, tops,
your closet.
bottoms, etc. This will help you decide
Although it’s not quite time to put away exactly what part of your closet it should
your winter threads, now is your chance to go in and it will make it easier to find things
start making room for the new spring and when you’re getting ready.
summer styles. And what better way to start
Store out-of-season items in storage bins
a new year than with an organized closet?
or space bags. This will free up closet space
Cleaning and organizing a closet can be and keep the items in good condition until its
an overwhelming task, but it can help extend time to wear them again. Put delicate items,
the life of clothing and make your life easier. such as party dresses or dressy coats in zipNobody should live in constant fear of a up garment bags.
clothes avalanche. By splitting the task into
Replace old or broken hangers. They can
steps, you’ll accomplish more in less time damage your clothing and usually end up
and avoid getting frustrated.
taking space. It’s also a good idea to invest
Start by removing all the random items in an over-the-door shoe organizer. It will
out of your closet such as; suitcases, boxes, free up closet space and keep your shoes in
shoes or sleeping bags. This will make it pairs.
easier to move things around and focus on
Once your done find out what organizayour clothing.
tions in your area take donations, have a yard
Next, choose a part of the closet to start sale, or sell your unwanted items to stores
with, such as a shelf or the floor. This will that buy used clothing. There are many
help make the task a little less intimidating.
stores that specialize in buying used apparel
Get a couple boxes and mark them “keep,” items. Consignment stores are also a great
“garbage,” “fix,” “charity/sell,” “odds and way to get rid of items that may be taking up
ends,” and “storage.” As you sort through space.
your closet place items in the corresponding
Let’s face it, nobody likes to tackle a
box. For example, items that need to be dry messy closet, but it doesn’t have to be a
cleaned or taken to a tailor should go in the chore. Make it fun! Have a friend or room“fix” box. Use the “odd and ends” box for mate help you, order take out, and put some
loose buttons, belts, and orphaned gloves or good music on. It will make time go by faster
socks.
and the whole process a little less painful.
It’s a good idea to keep the “fix” box in
Once you’re done you will have an orgayour car so you take care of the items when nized closet and a faster morning routine.
you are out.
Not to mention an excuse to go shopping …
While you’re sorting through your closet the perfect way to start a new year!
take inventory of what you have, need, and
want. Keep a notepad and pen near by and
– jimena.h@aggiemail.usu.edu

Keeping
you
trendy

USU ADVISING SUGGESTS STUDENTS meet with their adviser at least once a semester.
Advisers are trained to help students with class choices as well as other resources available on campus.
ANI AGHABABYAN photo
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Men’s basketball flawless over holiday break
Aggies off to 3-0 start in WAC play, capped off by Saturday’s win at Nevada
By TYLER HUSKINSON
web editor

While a majority of the Aggie
student body was enjoying a holiday
break, the Utah State Aggies were
enjoying extending their winning
streak to nine games. Over the break
the Aggies proved they are one of the
best teams in the state with a win over
Utah Valley University to improve
their season record against in-state
opponents to 4-1.
Senior forward Tai Wesley continued to show why he is the preseason
WAC Player of the Year, and junior
guard Brockieth Pane turned into a
nightmare for opposing defenses with
his ability to drive to the basket at
will. Aggie head coach Stew Morrill
threw a tantrum in the second WAC
game of the season against San Jose
State and the Aggies responded with a
road win at Nevada.
Here is what you may have missed
over the break:

Dec. 11, 2010: Utah State vs. CalState Bakersfield, 77-58
It wasn’t pretty, but the Aggies took
care of business against the Cal-State
Bakersfield Roadrunners.
Senior guard Tyler Newbold found
his way out of a miserable shooting
slump, finishing with 18 points on 6of-9 shooting from the field and 2-of-4
shooting from 3-point range to lead
the Aggies to the 77-58 win.
“I obviously shot the ball well
tonight; snapped out of a little funk
I was in,” Newbold said. “I’ve been
working hard and I’ve been shooting a
lot of extra shots at the gym to try and
get my shot to fall so I can help my
team that way. I was able to do that
tonight and it feels great.”
The Aggies struggled with offensive
efficiency, but they were able to overcome their poor shooting percentage

with hustle plays.
“Not a real pretty game,” Aggie
head coach Stew Morrill said. “We did
what we had to do to get a win. We’re
a long ways away from being very consistent in our play. We’re playing hard.
It’s not that we’re not playing hard,
we’re just kind of spurty and we miss
a lot of open shots. We had some silly
turnovers; didn’t get back sometimes.”

Dec. 18, 2010: Utah State at Utah
Valley, 76-58
Junior guard Brockeith Pane played
his best game as an Aggie since his
season debut performance against
Weber State.
The Dallas, Texas native busted out
of Morrill’s dog house in a big way, as
he finished with 19 points on 5-of-7
shooting from the field and 3-of-4
shooting from the 3-point stripe to
lead the Aggies over the Utah Valley
Wolverines, 76-58 in Orem.
“Brockeith was good,” Morrill said.
“He’s really been wanting to play well
and concentrating on the things we’ve
been asking him to do. It helped his
confidence that he made some shots
early, but just did a really solid job out
there and boy, do we need that. That
was very positive to see.”
The Aggies were also able to put
together a great second half on the
road after struggling in the second half at home against Cal-State
Bakersfield.
“I was pleased with our second-half
play,” Morrill said. “I think that’s by
far the best second half we’ve had on
the road. We were good defensively.
We were good on the boards and we
made some shots and executed a little
better offensively.”

Dec. 21, 2010: Utah State vs.

- See STREAKING, page 14

UTAH STATE GUARD POOH WILLIAMS DRIVES past a Troy defender during the Aggies’ 80-38 victory over
the Trojans in winning the Basketball Traveler’s Invitational. Williams and the rest of the Aggies have put together a ninegame win streak, to go along a 3-0 start to WAC play during the holiday break. BENJAMIN WOOD photo

Aggie women open WAC play win against Gymnasts fall short of
upset of No. 20 ranked
Boise State, but fall at home to Bulldogs
SUU in season opener

By RHETT WILKINSON
staff writer

By MEGAN ALLEN
sports senior writer

Aggies 69, Boise State 57
Scoring double-digit points in a matter of a few minutes on
the basketball court is something that has happened before.
That’s not to say that it’s not impressive when it does.
Reminiscent of her 12-point flurry in the final three minutes
of a furious late-game comeback victory Dec. 4 at Northern
Arizona, super-sub Devyn Christensen scored 10 points in twoand-a-half minutes, and calmly sank seven of eight free throws
in a still-in-doubt contest, as a part of her 21 total points to
help the Aggies (7-7, 1-0 WAC) storm out of the conference gate
Thursday with a 69-57 home win over Boise State (9-5, 0-1),
whose shooting performance at the Spectrum was just about as
ice-cold as the frigid Logan winter.
Not that Utah State didn’t have anything to do with that.
Behind a school record-tying eight blocks from 6-foot-6 center
Banna Diop, the Aggies notched a school-record 14 rejections
during the entire game.
Diop’s blocks equaled a school-record set by Jill Swainston
from 1987 vs. Northern Colorado. The Aggies’ total tally topped
the previous school record of 11, which was set twice last year
vs. North Dakota State and San Jose State.
As for the scoring spree? According to the spark plug herself,
nobody should be too impressed.
“(The scoring splurges) are not something I plan on
doing, it’s something I happen to do in the flow of the game,”
Christensen said. “Tonight, I was just fortunate enough to finish
shots.”
It’s just a matter of taking advantage of what the defense offers,
she said.
Despite Christensen’s hot hand,coach Raegan Pebley said
her recent defensive play has been just as important a tool in
improving to 3-9 against the Broncos since Utah State joined the
WAC in 2005.
“(Christensen) has been much more focused on the defensive
end,” said the ninth-year coach. “Her valued role on the defensive end showed that she’s improving in many aspects of her
game.”
The defensive effort stonewalled the Broncos, especially for
the majority of the first half.
Following a 4-4 tie two minutes into the game, the Broncos

- See BULLDOGGED, page 13

USU GUARD JENNA JOHNSON drives to the basket against
a Fresno State defender during the Aggies’ 79-69 loss at home to the
Bulldogs Saturday. BRECK BYINGTON photo

After a tough season ending
in a third-place finish at the
WAC tournament, the Aggie
gymnastics team is feeling confident and ready for the 2011
season.
The Aggies opened their
season at home Saturday night,
for the first time since 2005,
in a meet against the No. 20
Southern Utah University
Thunderbirds. The last time
the Aggies opened the season
at home was also the last time
they won a conference championship.
The Aggies held on to the
nationally ranked T-birds,
maintaining a slight lead
through the first two rotations.
Both teams struggled on
balance beam, which caused
the Aggies to fall behind.
Head coach Jeff Richards
said the team is building off
last year’s conference finish.
“We were picked to finish last, but finished third
instead,” he said. “That built
a lot of confidence and you
can really see that starting to
shine.”
This year’s preseason rankings have picked the Aggies to
tie for fourth place in the WAC.
This year’s roster brings
in six new freshmen, who
Richards said are all looking
strong and ready to go.
One freshman, 5-foot-4
Paige Jones from Smithville,
Mo., said she is ready and

excited for the upcoming season.
“It’s been crazy getting
adjusted to life and the team
up here, but I love it,” she said.
One of the biggest adjustments is simply being a part of
a college team.
The freshmen are used
to being the oldest and most
experienced members of their
club teams, but are now the
youngest and have the most to
learn.
“The atmosphere here is
just so different,” Jones said.
“I’m back to being the youngest, but it’s nice to have the
older girls to look up to.”
Jones made her college gymnastics debut on Saturday as
an all-around competitor with
a score of 37.150.
“It’ll be a fun year,” she
said. “It’s going to be an exciting journey.”
Richards said he is looking
forward to seeing the freshmen
compete and start reaching
into their potential.
“They are all hard workers and strong girls,” he said.
“They are our future team
leaders.”
Senior captain Lyndsie
Boone agreed.
“The freshmen girls are
very motivational for all of us,”
she said. “They make all of us
push a little harder.”
One of the goals of the team
this season is to stay ranked
in the top 36 in the country.

- See TUMBLERS, page 13
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Bulldogged: Fresno State keeps WAC streak alive
-continued from page 12
went more than 10 minutes
without a single point, getting
outscored 14-0 by the Aggies
during that time while tallying a less-than-impressive 2-19
effort from the field, the main
catalyst to a paltry 23 percent
first-half performance.
Though BSU heated up
slightly in the second half,
they capped the game shooting below 32 percent, including a pathetic 3-24 from threepoint range.
Star Bronco guard Kati
Isham nearly willed her team
back into the game, scoring
15 second-half points on 6-11
shooting to once bring BSU
within single digits at 46-38
with 8:39 to go.
But Diop, whose neartriple double (12 points, 12
rebounds, besides the eight
blocks) buoyed USU throughout the game, scored on a
drop-step the very next possession before Christensen
went to work, starting with a
one-woman fast break before
curling around her opponent
for an off-balance and-one
three-point play the next possession, followed by a deep
three that preceded yet another driving score after faking
to take a screen on a pick-androll.
It is a spark that doesn’t
surprise fellow wing player
Amber White, who followed
Christensen on the board with
14 points.
“I don’t think anybody on
the team is surprised by

(Christensen’s play),” White
said. “It’s encouraging that she
has two years (of eligibility)
still.”
The unexpected surprises
from the sophomore might
cause the Aggies to collectively
become quite a rude alarm
clock to several conference
foes.
“To get a win over every team
always feels good,” White said.
“I think we have sent message
to the rest of the conference.”

Fresno State 79, Aggies 69
They shot more than 80
percent from the free-throw
line, out-rebounded an opponent that usually dominates
the glass, provided one of
their highest scoring outputs
of the season thus far and shot
the fourth-highest field goal
percentage in 15 games.
Yet, all these high marks
were not enough for the Utah
State women (7-8, 1-1 WAC)
to stop Fresno State (10-5,
1-0) and their ongoing 19game WAC regular-season
streak, the third longest in the
conference’s history, in Logan
Saturday
After trailing 34-32 at
intermission, the Bulldogs
poured it on in the second
half, shooting 55 percent
from the field for 47 points
as diminutive guard Taylor
Thompson, who had shot
just 25 percent from 3-point
land heading into the game,
scorched the Aggies by going

5-9 from long range to lead
the Bulldogs with 21 points,
along with four steals.
Reigning WAC Player of the
Year Jaleesa Ross also hit four
bombs on the evening as part
of a 12-point outing, while
double-figure scorer Rosie
Moult, fresh off a perfect
6-6 effort from distance in
FSU’s previous game against
UC-Riverside, hit two more
in the second half to add to
a three-steal effort as Fresno
pulled away with a 17-4 run
in less than six minutes early
in the second half to break a
40-all tie.
Aggie head coach Raegen
Pebley was less than pleased
with her team’s lackluster
showing to begin the second
half as USU relinquished a
lead that they had held for all
but 12 seconds of the game’s
first 23 minutes.
Pebley said during the first
8-10 minutes of the second
half, there were several critical
factors missing for the Aggies
to deal Fresno their first WAC
loss in nearly two years. The
Bulldogs last lost a WAC game
March 2, 2009, to Louisiana
Tech.
“The leadership and effort
wasn’t as strong (as the first
half),” she said. “I expect more
the rest of the season.”
While acknowledging that
Fresno’s defensive was quite
active and aggressive, Pebley
said that shouldn’t have
stopped USU from carrying
out the principles that have

UTAH STATE’S GYMNASTICS TEAM started its 2011 season with a home loss to the No. 20
ranked Thunderbirds of Southern Utah. The Aggies were able to top SUU in the bars portion of the
meet, but fell in all other categories. JON LARSEN photo

Tumblers: Aggies fall in opener
-continued from page 12
If they do that, they will get to compete at
Regionals.
“We’re just going to take it one meet at a
time,” Richards said, “but if we can compete
with the other teams, we can make it.”
One concern Richards has is coming back
and maintaining strength after injuries. Both
seniors on the team, Boone and Jackie Dillon,
have had significant injuries they are recovering
from.
“Jackie has been injured, but she’s looking
amazing,” he said. “I think she’ll surprise a lot of
people this season.”
Dillon had knee surgery this summer but has
been nursing it back to health.
Boone is also working her way back up from
knee problems, but still led the Aggies in the
floor exercises Saturday night.
“I struggle on floor because of a knee injury,”
she said. “I can’t train it as much as a lot of the

other girls do, but I love doing it in competition.”
Junior Rebecca Holliday had a career-high
performance on the vault with a score of 9.7.
The Aggies fought hard and held their own
against the Thunderbirds, but eventually fell
with a final score of 193.475 to 192.8.
“SUU is a great team, but so are we,” Holliday
said. “We’re going to have fun and finish
strong.”
Richards said, “We just have to stay out of
our own heads and we’ll be fine.”
Boone said she is looking forward to her last
season as an Aggie.
“We knew we were up against some tough
competition tonight, but we did well and
showed great improvement from last year’s
start,” she said. “We’re going to be unstoppable.”
– megan.allen@aggiemail.usu.edu

helped them set several singlegame records this season.
“We let things bother us,” she
said. “We didn’t execute and
do the little things we needed
to have happen. They did pick
up their effort defensively, but
what we used to counter ...
how do I say this for the newspapers ... we did not execute
very well.”
Though the Aggies led
for the majority of the game
against a team that has
made three straight NCAA
Tournament appearances,
Pebley said that she did not
see many bright spots from
the loss.
“I expect victory,” she said.
“I expect us to win, so I’m not
going to take any moral victories.”
USU takes its 1-1 conference mark to Reno to face
Nevada this coming Saturday
at 3 p.m.
– rhett.wilkinson@aggiemail.
usu.edu

AGGIE GUARD AMBER WHITE battles for one of her five
rebounds during Utah State’s 69-57 win against Boise State to open
up Western Athletic Conference play. TODD JONES photo

Sorry...
But you need to know
the SHUTTLE BUS for
the BRIGHAM CITY
USU campus has been
cancelled for Spring
Semester.
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Christmas break full of ups and downs
as women’s team prepares for WAC play
By MARK ISRAELSEN
staff writer

AGGIE RESERVE GUARD DEVYN CHRISTENSEN drives
to the basket for two of her 21 points in Utah State’s WAC opening
win over Boise State over the holiday break. TODD JONES photo

In their final games before
WAC conference play begins,
the Utah State Aggies women’s basketball team took
advantage of tough scheduling to help them prepare.
The Aggies defeated South
Dakota State on Dec. 20,
lost to Wyoming, the MWC
leader on Dec. 23, and then
played tough, but ultimately
fell to in-state rival Utah on
New Year’s Day.
“We tried to challenge ourselves with the scheduling,
and compete against some of
the better teams in this area
heading into conference,”
said head coach Raegan
Pebley. “Against Wyoming we
shot horribly, our defense was
not where we needed it to be,
so I’m proud of how our girls
bounced back at Utah, where
we showed so much more
effort and focus and had a
chance to win that game.”
In their first game during
the holiday break, the Aggies
hit a season-high 20 free
throws to beat South Dakota
State 60-57. Sophomore
guard Devyn Christensen

led USU with 14 points off
“Heading into the Wyoming
the bench while sophomore
game I felt that was a factor.
Jenna Johnson scored 12 and
There are still quite a few
senior Alice Coddington put
positions that we’re young in,
in 11 points.
so we did learn from it.”
The Utah State women
In their last game before
followed up that game
conference play, the Aggies
with a tough
headed to Salt
game against
Lake to take on
“We’ve installed in-state rival
Wyoming.
a new defensive Utah. In this
The Cowgirls
of Wyoming
system that is a back and forth
are first in the
lot more aggres- game, there
Mountain West,
were nine lead
and played that sive than years
changes and
past, and when six ties, but
way against
USU, beating
we first started Utah closed
them 80-50.
the game with
out it wasn’t
Coddington had
11-2 run to
very pretty. Now an
a season high
take the victory,
the girls are
14 points and
73-61. Brown
junior Ashlee
led the scoring
understanding
Brown added 12, what it takes to for the Aggies
but they were
with 15, with
the lone Aggies be successful in
sophomores
this aggressive
in double figChristensen
ures. Wyoming’s defense...”
and Banna Diop
Hillary Carlson
Raegan Pebley, also scoring in
scored 24 and
double figures
USU head coach with 12 apiece.
as a team the
Cowgirls hit 11
With
3-pointers, which proved too
their season about halfway
much for the Aggies to overthrough, the Aggies have
come.
improved a lot. After losing
“It’s harder for younger
their first four games, the
players to stay focused durAggies then went on to win
ing the holidays,” Pebley said. five straight, and have been

steadily improved since then.
“I think it’s going to be
really important in conference that you take care of
home,” Pebley said. “Our
league has a lot of great teams
and I think we are arguably
one of the better conferences in the West right now.
Anyone can beat anyone, and
I think that the team with
the best home record is going
to be the team that is able to
pull off a conference championship and high seeds.”
“We’ve improved a lot in
our point guard play,” Pebley
said. “We’ve installed a new
defensive system that is a lot
more aggressive than years
past, and when we first started out, it wasn’t very pretty.
Now the girls are understanding what it takes to be
successful in this aggressive
defense, and I think we’ve
gotten better in handling
special situations, which will
pay dividends as we head into
conference with such close
games.”
The Aggies face conference
opponent Nevada Jan. 15 in
Logan.

– mark.israelsen@aggiemail.
usu.edu

Streaking: USU wins ninth straight
-continued from page 12
Idaho State, 71-48
Senior guard Brian Green became the second Utah State Aggie guard to break out of
a slump in as many games. The Utah native
scored 17 points on 6-of-9 from the field and
5-of-7 from the 3-point line to lead the Aggies
(9-2) over the Idaho State Bengals (3-7), 7148, in the opening day of the World Vision
Invitational sponsored by Gossner Foods. The
Aggies put together their most complete victory of the season, as they played extremely
well on both ends of the floor.
“We got ourselves a nice cushion in the
first half and that carried us throughout the
game,” Morrill said. “I thought we were very
unselfish offensively. We made a lot of extra
passes. We had 20 assists and nine turnovers.
Guys were giving the ball up and not trying to
force things. It was a good effort offensively
and we were good defensively in the first
half.”
The Aggies had no problem with offense in
the first half, and but it was their defense that
took over midway through the first half. The
Aggies finished the first half on a 19-5 run
behind the hot shooting of Green, who went
4-of-4 from 3-point land in the first half.
“I thought our bench production was
good,” Morrill said. “It’s nice to have guys like
Brady (Jardine) and Brian (Green) coming off
the bench giving us energy, giving us production. Both those guys had good games. It was
nice to have some guys make shots and play
well when some of the starters were having a
little trouble getting some down.”

Dec. 22, 2010: Utah State vs. Western
Michigan, 78-57
The Utah State Aggies (10-2) got one
of their best nights from the starters on
Wednesday, as they defeated the Western
Michigan Broncos, 78-57 in day two of the
World Vision Invitational sponsored by
Gossner Foods. The wings played especially
well, as seniors Pooh Williams and Tyler
Newbold finished the night with 18 and 12
points respectively. For the second consecutive night, the Aggies were able to put together an all-around complete game.
“When we’re playing together and we’re
setting screens for each other and we’re hitting the open guy and we’re hitting shots
like we were, and we have balanced scoring
like that, we are a really tough team to beat,”
Newbold said. “It’s hard for teams to prepare
for us defensively, and it really helps us as a
team.”
The Aggies played well in the first half, but
had a hard time matching the intensity and
physical play of the Broncos which in turn led
to a marginal lead at halftime.
“I think the biggest thing was they were
kind of knocking us around in the first half,”
Newbold said. “They were more physical than
us in the first half which is not a good thing.
Coach got on us at halftime and we came out
and played a lot more physical in the second
half and I think that was the biggest key to the
turnaround.”

Dec. 23, 2010: Utah State vs. Troy, 80-39
The Utah State Aggies continued their
win streak for holiday tournaments in the
final game. Green earned the World Vision

Invitation Tournament MVP, as he torched
the nets for 23 points on 7-of-13 shooting
from the field and 6-of-12 shooting from the
3-point line to lead the Aggies over the Troy
Trojans, 80-39.
Green averaged 15 points, two rebounds
and three assists during the tournament.
“I was pretty happy about it,” Green said.
“As a team we came and played hard. It was
good to win this tournament, and get us ready
for league. I might have won the MVP, but it’s
a team effort. My teammates were looking for
me, and they were in a zone so I was getting a
lot of open shots.”
It was an ugly game, but the Aggies broke
open a huge lead in the first half and cruised
to claim the World Vision Tournament Title.
“Obviously Troy wasn’t at their best
tonight,” Morrill said. “Whatever the reason
is, that wasn’t the same team that played a
few nights ago. Fortunately we came out and
guarded them and kinda set the tone early.
They didn’t get any clean open looks. After
that it was downhill for them.”
Dec. 29, 2010: Utah State vs. Hawaii, 74-66
The Utah State Aggies squeaked one out
against the Hawaii Warriors in the first game
of Western Athletic Conference play.
Senior forward Tai Wesley tied his careerhigh with 27 points to go with 13 rebounds
to lead the Aggies (12-2, 1-0 WAC) over the
Warriors (9-4, 0-1 WAC), 74-66.
“What a night he had,” Morrill said. “He
didn’t get into foul trouble, and he was playing his tail off so (I) just kept him out there.
He had to play spectacular for us to win and
he did.”
The Warriors out-shot the Aggies from the
floor and from 3-point range, but the Aggies
were able to win the game on rebounds and
free-throws.
“I said to our guys, ‘I don’t remember the
last time we had an opponent shoot 63 percent and 57 percent from 3 and won,’” Morrill
said. “That’s credit to those other areas;
rebounding, free-throws, and making plays
when we had to make a play.”
The Aggies out-rebounded the Warriors,
32-13, and shot 25-of-30 from the free-throw
line, while the Warriors shot 10-of-15.
Hawaii guard Zane Johnson led the
Warriors with 24 points in his spectrum
debut.

Dec. 31, 2010: Utah State vs. San Jose
State, 80-71
The Aggies may have welcomed the
most prolific scorer of the Western Athletic
Conference in San Jose State Spartans senior
guard Adrian Oliver in their second WAC
game of the season, but it was junior guard
Brockeith Pane who stole the show, scoring 21
points and dishing out seven assists to lead
the Aggies over the Spartans, 80-71.
Despite the win, the Aggies (13-2, 2-0
WAC) were not happy at all with their effort
against the Spartans (8-5, 0-2 WAC), especially in the first half. Aggie head coach Stew
Morrill may have been the most angry, as he
didn’t see to many positives in the win.
“Coach was on us at half,” senior forward
Tai Wesley said. “He came out fiery and really
chewed us. He really chewed us seniors. He
said that we weren’t playing with enough emotion. Coach really lit a fire under our butts.

USU SENIOR FORWARD TAI WESLEY has led the Aggies to nine consecutive victories, en
route to winning a WAC Player of the Week award over the holiday break. Wesley also paced the Aggies
with 21 points and eight rebounds during Utah State’s win at Nevada Saturday. TODD JONES photo

He was yelling and kicking things in the
locker room and we had to respond, especially
the seniors.”
Morrill said, “I shouldn’t have to do that.
As angry as I can remember being in my
years at Utah State. You can’t play the game of
basketball without energy and heart and that
was my whole pre-game speech. They didn’t
listen.”

Jan. 8, 2011: Utah State at University of
Nevada-Reno, 81-67
Senior forward Tai Wesley scored 21 points
on 8-of-10 shooting to lead the Aggies over the
Nevada Wolf Pack, 81-67. The Aggies (14-2,
3-0 WAC) responded to a ‘Morrill tantrum’
after a win against San Jose State, shooting a
season-high 62 percent from the field against
the Pack (4-12, 1-2).
“It was a satisfying win after a tough week
of practice,” Morrill said.
Nevada sophomore forward Olek Czyz continued his strong Western Athletic Conference
campaign as he finished with 25 points on
7-of-11 shooting from the floor, but it was
another strong performance from USU’s
Brockeith Pane, who finished with 17 points,
and a 14-point, five-rebound bounceback performance from junior forward Brady Jardine
that paced the Aggies to victory.
“It feels so good to be back as a team,”

Jardine said. “I think we showed in those last
12 minutes that the Aggies are back. Even
though we won last week, this second half is
how we want to play baskeball.”
A 3-pointer from sophomore guard Malik
Story put the Pack up at halftime, and the
Aggies would play behind for much of the second half. The Aggies found themselves down
by 10 with 14 minutes remaining when a
jumper from senior guard Brian Green fueled
an 11-1 run to bring the game even at 50-50.
“We could have rolled over and said, ‘we
lost to a good team on the road,’ but that’s
not us,” Jardine said, who scored 13 of his 14
points in the second half. “That’s what’s going
to help us win a WAC Championship this
year. We’re motivated. That locker room had
more excitement than it’s had all year.”
The Aggies held the Pack to 35 percent
shooting from the floor and 28.6 percent
shooting from 3-point land, while shooting
69.2 percent from the field and 40 percent
from long distance in the second half.
“It’s amazing what you have to do to get a
win on the road,” Morrill said. “We’ll take it
and feel good about it.”
First place in the WAC will be on the line
when the Aggies travel to Boise on Thursday.
Tip-off against the Broncos is slated for 8:15
from Taco Bell Arena.
– ty.d.hus@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Vick, Eagles can’t hold off sixth-seeded Packers at home
PHILADELPHIA (AP)
tion game. The Packers rout– Aaron Rodgers simply
ed the Giants on Dec. 26 to
threw his hands in the air
stay alive in the playoff race,
and pumped his fist. No, he
and beat Chicago last week to
doesn’t celebrate like Brett
secure a playoff berth.
Favre.
The Eagles were the talk
Rodgers doesn’t have to
of the NFL after a sensaworry about the ghost of
tional comeback win at the
Favre anymore. He’s made
New York Giants on Dec. 19.
his own name with the Green But a stunning loss to lowly
Bay Packers, even moreso
Minnesota on Dec. 28 cost
with his first playoff victory.
the NFC East champions a
Rodgers threw three
chance at a first-round bye,
touchdown passes, seldomand it seemed their Super
used rookie James Starks ran Bowl hopes went down with
for 123 yards and the Packers that defeat.
beat Michael Vick and the
Then again, the Eagles
Philadelphia Eagles 21-16
might have advanced if Pro
in an NFC wild-card game
Bowl kicker David Akers
Sunday.
hadn’t missed field goals of
“I never felt like there
41 and 34 yards.
was a monkey on my back,”
“We can all count, and
Rodgers said. “I’m just so
those points would have
proud of these guys.”
helped,” Eagles coach Andy
Rodgers had to watch
Reid said.
from the sideline while Vick
The supposedly onenearly led the Eagles back.
dimensional Packers found
But Tramon Williams intera running game by giving
cepted Vick’s pass for Riley
the ball to Starks. The sixthCooper in the end zone with
round pick who played in just
33 seconds left to seal the
three games had 101 yards
win.
rushing all year. The Packers
Favre may have run on the had trouble running all year
field and carried Williams
after Ryan Grant went down
off on his
for the season
shoulder after
in Week 1. But
“I feel like I got they exposed
that play.
Rodgers is a
greedy and took weaknesses in
little more sub- a shot at the end Philadelphia’s
dued than No.
defense.
zone. I didn’t
4. He grabbed
The Eagles
his helmet and throw the ball I
got within 21wanted and got 16 when Vick
went out to
kneel down for picked. It’s not
sneaked in from
the final play. the way I wanted the 1 with 4:02
“We fought
left. The 2-point
to go out, but
hard today,”
conversion
I went down
Rodgers said.
failed, but the
“Big intercep- swinging. I have defense held and
tion by Tramon to learn from it.” Philadelphia got
who’s had a
the ball back at
Michael Vick, the Packers 34
great season for
us.”
Eagles quarterback with 1:45 left.
The sixthVick comseeded Packers (11-6) are
pleted passes of 28 yards to
heading to Atlanta (13-3)
DeSean Jackson and 11 yards
for a divisional playoff game
to Cooper before he threw
next Saturday night.
the pick from the 27.
Rodgers patiently waited
Jackson and Cooper both
three years to become Green
thought Vick should’ve
Bay’s starter and took over
after Favre’s messy departure
before the 2008 season. He
long ago made Packers fans
forget about Favre, and now
has punctuated his impressive resume with his first
playoff win in two tries.
“Defense played great.
They’ve been carrying us a lot
this season,” Rodgers said.
“We had three touchdowns
tonight, it was enough to
win.”
It wasn’t Rodgers’ fault
Green Bay lost 51-45 in
overtime to Arizona last
January. These aren’t the
same Packers. This patchwork squad has 10 different
starters, and a much stronger
defense.
Clay Matthews, Charles
Woodson and Co. contained
Vick for the most part. Vick
threw for 292 yards and ran
for 33 in his first playoff start
since losing the 2005 NFC
championship game on the
same field as a member of
the Atlanta Falcons.
“I feel like I got greedy and
took a shot at the end zone,”
Vick said about his last pass.
“I didn’t throw the ball I
wanted and got picked. It’s
not the way I wanted to go
out, but I went down swinging. I have to learn from it.”
Vick has come a long
way since he was one of the
game’s biggest stars during his days in Atlanta. He
missed two seasons while
serving 18 months in prison
for his role in a dogfighting
operation, played sparingly
in a backup role last year
and only got his chance after
Matthews knocked Kevin
Kolb out in Green Bay’s 27-20
win in Philadelphia in Week
1.
Vick made the most of the
opportunity. He had the best
season of his career and was
selected to start the Pro Bowl
for the NFC.
Vick can go to Hawaii now
because the Eagles (10-7) are
going home.
This was Green Bay’s third
straight win in an elimina-

PHILADELPHIA EAGLES QUARTERBACK MICHAEL VICK scrambles away from Green Bay Packers linebacker Desmond
Bishop during the Eagles’ 21-16 loss at home in the first round of the NFL playoffs. Vick, widely considered to be the favorite to win this
year’s NFL Most Valuable Player award, threw an interception on Philadelphia’s final possession to seal Green Bay’s victory. AP photo

spiked the ball and called
a huddle. But he had other
ideas.
“I just feel we rushed that
last play and we didn’t have
to rush it,” Jackson said.
“That’s what I was trying to
say. ‘Just down the ball, just
spike the ball, just kind of
get back to the huddle and
regroup.’ But he called ‘All
go.” We just ran what was
called so that’s neither here
nor there. It’s just unfortunate.”
Vick had 175 yards passing and 103 rushing in the
season opener against Green
Bay, nearly rallying the
Eagles back from a 17-point
deficit. He said afterward
that he wished he played
the whole game because

he thought the outcome
would’ve been different.
He had his chance, and fell
short.
Down 14-3, the Eagles
got back in it when their
struggling defense forced
a turnover on the first possession of the second half.
Darryl Tapp knocked the ball
out of Rodgers’ hands and
Juqua Parker recovered at the
Packers 24.
Vick then made a perfect
24-yard TD pass over the
middle to Jason Avant, who
was surrounded by four
defenders, to cut it to 14-10.
But Green Bay responded.
Rodgers threw a 16-yard TD
pass to Brandon Jackson to
extend the lead to 21-10.
The Eagles failed to con-

vert on third-and-1 from the
Packers 16 early in the fourth
and Akers was wide right
from 34 yards out.
The Packers went ahead
7-0 late in first quarter on
Rodgers’ 7-yard TD pass to
Tom Crabtree. Rodgers kept
the drive going by scrambling away from trouble and
tossing a 9-yard pass to John
Kuhn on third-and-7. He
found a wide-open Crabtree
on the next play. It was the
first career TD for Crabtree,
who had just four catches the
entire season.
On Green Bay’s next drive,
Rodgers ran for 8 yards on
third-and-5. Then his 9-yard
TD pass to James Jones made
it 14-0.
The Packers should’ve led

21-3 at halftime except Jones
dropped a perfectly thrown
deep pass in the final minute
that would’ve been a 63yard TD. Jones beat Asante
Samuel on a fly pattern, but
the ball bounced out of his
hands.
Jones had issues with
drops during the season. A
disappointed Rodgers fell to
his knees and put his hands
on his helmet when he saw
the ball hit the ground.
The Packers were preseason favorites to reach the
Super Bowl, but a slew of
injuries took a toll. Fifteen
players went on injured
reserve, with Grant and tight
end Jermichael Finley among
the six starters.
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Get ready for your date
with the Bookstore

Editor in Chief

he time has come for students to begin
shelling out hundreds of dollars for fivepound books we now have to lug around.
Shopping for books is not only depressing, but
can even sometimes be a pain. And now that
pain just got bigger.
The USU Bookstore, in its efforts to help students, has helped us ring in the new year with
frustration and anger. The bookstore has decided
it does not want students to come in and out
in a timely manner, but wants us all stuck there
searching for our textbooks until our limbs give
out.
Organizing, or rather de-organizing, the textbooks from being listed by class to the current
setup – by author’s last name – is just wrong.
For one, it forces students to print out booklists
ahead of time, and it also takes twice as long to
find the books on the list.
Before, all we had to know was what classes
we were taking and all the books for that class
would be grouped together. Now rather then
searching for five sections of the bookstore, we
get to search for 15.
We pity the English majors who have seven
novels for one class. We pity the engineering
majors, whose books comprise half the weight of
the store. We pity anyone who has to spend an
extra hour a semester walking around the bookstore carrying overpriced textbooks.
We have heard the new system is in response
to space issues, and we suppose that the bookstore made this change in order to save money,
but it seems to be doing just the opposite. Now
the bookstore has to supply a handy little kiosk
for students so they can print out their lists if they
don’t do it ahead of time, a waste of paper and
money. While they may not have to hire additional staff, bookstore employees will certainly
have their hands full helping students locate their
purchases.
We all would like to ask the bookstore “Why?”.
It certainly isn’t in the best interest of the students.
It doesn’t seem to save them any money. Why
change a perfectly good system? Is it because
this is the way BYU organizes their books?
Because that certainly is no indicator of a good
system that we should all follow.
It could be because the bookstore wants to
spice things up in the students’ lives. It could be
because they want us to not only read the books,
but now have memorized the author’s last name.
But personally, we think it’s because the bookstore has become just too needy.
We don’t expect the bookstore to go back to
the old ways, so to the bookstore: be prepared
for a lot of confused customers. To the students:
get your book list and make sure you have extra
time when you visit the store. In fact, the extra
fee to have Book-it arrange your materials for you
doesn’t sound so bad anymore.
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Don’t forget about
the scientists
Do you know why science is important to you?
ASUSU
You might, and you might
not. I would like to pose
View
an introductory question –
do you know who Marilyn
Monroe is? I’m pretty
sure you do. Okay, do
you know who Theodore
Maiman is? I’m pretty sure
you don’t; neither did I,
until last year.
In a nutshell, he was the man who invented the laser 50
years ago. Because of Mr. Maiman’s invention, we have
Blu-Ray’s, CD’s, self-checkouts at Smith’s, Lasik surgery and
so much more. Science allows us to turn on lights, fly in
airplanes, have personal computers, go to the doctor, and
talk on cell phones along with so many other things that are
such a part of our daily interactions. Science has changed
the world whether we recognize those changes or not.
Now, how has Marilyn Monroe changed the world? For a
select few of you, perhaps she has … in some random way.
I am concerned that people put more focus on the shortlived glory of actors and actresses, sports stars and others
who fall into the entertainment category and not enough on
people who are changing the way we live. I am concerned
that our society is endorsing our fetish with those who are
temporarily in the spotlight. A local and personal example
of this is the amount charged to each student in fees each
semester that goes towards athletics as opposed to any
other fee category. In looking over the current breakdown

- See SCIENCE, page 17
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ForumLetters
Be part of the
solution
To the editor:
Students: welcome back
to Cache Valley, famous
for having the worst winter
air quality in the nation.
As I write it is a red air day
with projections for worse
pollution. Don’t assume
that just because the sun
is shining that the air is
breathable. Check out current conditions at http://
www.airquality.utah.gov/
logan.html
We are slowly poisoning ourselves, with vehicle
pollution being the main
culprit. What can you do
besides cough and com-

plain? We all need to drive
less and don’t “warm up”
or idle your vehicle; skip
the drive through. Guess
how many mpg you get
while idling? Take the free
LTD/CVTD bus, walk or
car pool; exercise indoors.
Educate yourself and your
friends. For more info
on the long term health
effects and how to combat the problem, check out
Choose Clean Air: http://
w w w.cleanair.ut ah.gov/
and Breathe Utah: http://
breatheutah.org/. Be part
of the solution, not a cause
of the problem.

Letters to
the editor •
A public forum

Your letter here

Jean Lown, Ph.D.
FCHD Department

Comprehensive sexual education
Would
ing not been fully clued in. A study of those
Bright
you rather
same teens says that 17 percent of them rely
kids
were
Blue Dot entirely on the “rhythm method,” which has
sharing facts
been shown to result in pregnancy 25 peror herpes?
cent of the time.
Although
While it is true that the teen pregnancy
oversimplisrate dropped considerably from the ‘90s
tic, this quesand continued to decline up until 2005, it
tion demonbegan rising again in 2006, we as a country
strates the
have the highest teen pregnancy rate of
general reason that comprehensive sex edu- any western industrialized nation by a long
cation would be the smart thing to do for shot. The average age of teens beginning
the high school students of this country. The to engage in sexual behavior is the same
policy of the state of Utah and the overarch- in Europe and the U.S. – 17 – but because
ing national policy is to teach abstinence- U.S. teens do not use birth control as often,
only sex education. I would argue that this our pregnancy rate is three times higher.
leads to a lack of understanding of exactly Our abortion rate is double to triple that of
what options people have in
Europe’s.
terms of their reproductive
Three out of 10 girls in
health and leads to teenagers “The average age the U.S. will have had their
exchanging stupid rumors and of teens beginfirst child by the age of 18;
accepting them as facts.
40 percent of these girls will
Now don’t get me wrong, ning to engage in not complete high school and
I’m not recommending that all sexual behavior
many of those will go on to
16-year-olds should go out and is the same in
become reliant, at least parhave sex. In fact, I would guess Europe and the
tially, on welfare and state supthat the overwhelming majorport for themselves and their
ity do not possess the maturity U.S. ... because
child. If one were arguing for a
level to engage in a relationship U.S. teens do not reform of the welfare system,
with that level of seriousness. use birth conthis issue would be one of the
It does occur, however, and no
first things that a reasonable
teenager should be faced with trol as often, our person would look into.
dealing with the choices that pregnancy rate
Another example of the
come with unplanned pregnan- is three times
prevalence of teen pregnancy
cy or staring down a life of hanin the U.S. is the fact that
dling an STI because they were higher”
we actually have two full realill-equipped when they made
ity television series devoted
the decision to have sex.
solely to following around teenage girls who
Some would contend that teaching forms have gotten pregnant. “16 and Pregnant”
of sex education that go beyond “don’t and “Teen Mom” are serious examples of
touch each other, or you will get pregnant the fact that we as a country are failing to
and die,” would lead to more teenagers inform our teenage population and that for
engaging in sexual activity, but studies have some reason we have developed some tershown that, relatively speaking, it doesn’t rifying fascination with the results of others’
make anywhere near as much of an impact poor judgment.
as parents filling their role by having a frank
Some of the myths that have been spread
and honest discussion with their children about methods of birth control include a
about sexual behavior. Unfortunately, many suspicion that condoms are not effective.
parents do not take an active role in their This is simply untrue. Condoms are 98
children’s education. It then becomes only percent effective in the prevention of pregreasonable that the public education system nancy and STI transmission. Seventy percent
take responsibility for the awareness and of the nation’s high schools are expressly
resultant health of their students.
forbidden from distributing them in any way,
A cause for concern about teenagers shape or form and most are actually not
engaging in sexual activities without real even supposed to mention their existence.
information is that in the past year over half An example of kids believing ridiculous
of the nation’s high school students reported things was showcased when five membeing sexually active in an anonymous sur- bers of a high school swim team in North
vey. In a statistic like that there are bound to Carolina all managed to impregnate their
be people who didn’t have all the facts and
made some ill-informed decisions after hav- - See SEX, page 17
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About letters

• Letters should be limited to 400 words.
• All letters may be
shortened, edited or
rejected for reasons
of good taste, redundancy or volume of
similar letters.
• Letters must be
topic oriented. They
may not be directed
toward individuals.
Any letter directed to
a specific individual
may be edited or not
printed.
• No anonymous letters will be published.
Writers must sign all
letters and include a
phone number or email address as well
as a student identification number (none of
which is published).
Letters will not be
printed without this
verification.
• Letters representing
groups — or more
than one individual
— must have a singular representative
clearly stated, with all
necessary identification information.
• Writers must wait 21
days before submitting successive letters
— no exceptions.
• Letters can be hand
delivered or mailed
to The Statesman in
the TSC, Room 105,
or can be e-mailed to
statesman@aggiemail.
usu.edu, or click on
www.utahstatesman.
com for more letter
guidelines and a box
to submit letters.

Online poll
What do you think of
the bookstore’s new
system?
•
•
•

Love it, the book
lists make the process easier.
Hate it, I can’t find
anything.
Don’t care.

Visit us on the Web at
www.utahstatesman.
com
to cast your vote and
see results from this
straw poll.
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Yes, it sold that FAST on
www.a-bay-usu.DPN
(that’s what thousands of eyes can
do for you! Register today!)

i

Science: Big happenings at USU
-continued from page 16

of fees, a student signed up catch the triggers, they have
for 13 credit hours pays a a better chance of breaktotal of $123.22 that goes ing the cycle. There is also
to the Athletic department. an award-winning student
That is almost
group on camdouble
the “I would have
pus known as
amount for the
iGEM. They
next highest to conclude that compete annufee which is for there are defially in changing
buildings. To nitely changes
known bacteria
me, this indito act in cercates where that can be
tain ways that
the priorities made for the
can become
are.
better and there useful; ways
At
USU,
such as crethere
are are people mak- ating special
some
awe - ing those chang- plastics. These
some things es.”
plastics
are
happening in
nearly imposscience; allow
sible to create
me to acquaint you with a in the laboratory, but are
few of them. A noteworthy absolutely essential when
monthly event is Science performing surgery. Another
Unwrapped; an event which group of undergrad students
gives professors or research- are working with NASA on
ers an opportunity to pres- creating the next generation
ent their ‘specialty’ in an of space materials. These
engaging way. In a recent materials would be used to
Science Unwrapped, the protect satellites from ‘space
topic was addictions and weather.’ Satellites are part
how those caught in addic- of our lives through satellite
tions cycle through the same TV and GPS systems, in case
triggers; if one can see and you were unaware. These

Sex: Many Utahns choose

abstinence but still need info
-continued from page 16
girlfriends. When asked why they chose not to use condoms
they said they thought that all their exposure to chlorine had
rendered them sterile ... ya kids, chlorine would kill sperm
if it were outside of your ridiculous hormone-driven bodies.
Stories like this show up all over the place and will continue
to, until students are armed with all the facts.
In Utah the statistics are slightly lower due to the fact
that the average is swayed by the number of Utah teens that
choose abstinence, but the number of people who are woefully ignorant about their sexual health is higher. When your
peers are your first line for information because you personally have no idea what you’re up to even on your wedding
night, you know something is lacking in your awareness of a
subject.
I would assert that giving kids the information on what
would keep them safe would in the end benefit them and,
in turn, society as a whole. The gap in knowledge should not
come into play when something is a biological urge that all
humans have. While it may not be wise to give in to it, that
doesn’t mean it doesn’t happen, and not knowing how to be
safe and healthy in the end hurts everyone.
Anna Harris is a junior majoring in political science. She can
be reached at anna.j.harris@aggiemail.usu.edu

i
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are not all the events going
on, but I have listed a few
that represent the hard work
that is going on on many
levels.
Many people think that
all the changes that can be
made have already been
made. In thinking about the
things that are going on here
on the USU campus, I would
have to conclude that there
are definitely changes that
can be made for the better
and there are people making those changes. Scientists
are working hard to make
our lives easier, better and
more comfortable. If you
still don’t know what you
want to do with your life,
but you want to be famous,
science may not be for you,
but if you want to make
life better for those around
you, science may be a good
route to think about.
Michael Stewart is the
ASUSU senator for the
College of Science.

i
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No Waiting List. Enroll Now!
Career Job Placement/Counseling Services
Scholarships and Financial Aid Available For Those Who Qualify
LPN-to-RN/ASN in just 8 months, RN/ASN in just 16 months
Over 100-Years Combined Nursing/Nursing Education Experience
5:1 Student-to-Clinical Instructor Ratio
Experienced Faculty With High Student Success Rates on Licensure
Exams (NCLEX® RN and NCLEX® PN)
Nursing Program, RN (ASN) With LPN Exit Options
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All But Dead • sarah.a@aggiemail.usu.edu

Pearls Before Swine • Steve Pastis

Friends by Default • Trevor.Stewart@aggiemail.usu.edu

Loose Parts • Dave Blazek

Breaking the Mold • Kenneth.Locke@aggiemail.usu.edu

Dilbert • Scott Adams

Bound & Gagged • Dana Summers

The Joke’s on You! • BY YOU!
Take a look at this comic. All we
need is your gag line, your funny
caption. You’ll be famous and win
a free 44 oz. drink from Kelly’s
Foothill Mart! E-mail entry to
statesmanoffice@aggiemail.usu.edu
by Thusday at noon ... and watch for
the winner on Friday! Good luck!

Rhymes with Orange • Hilary Price

1436 N 1200 E

f+RPHRIWKHR])RXQWDLQ'ULQN
f&RUQGRJV
f)UHHR])RXQWDLQ'ULQNRQ)ULGD\VZLWK
DWOHDVW*DOORQVRI)XHOZLWK868,'&DUG
+(/3:$17('
Help
Wanted
(DUQ([WUD0RQH\
6WXGHQWVQHHGHG$6$3
(DUQXSWRSHUGD\EHLQJD0\VWHU\
6KRSSHU
1R([SHULHQFH5HTXLUHG
&DOO

Statewide Ads
+HOS:DQWHG
'5,9(56&'/ 75$,1,1* FDUHHU FHQWUDO
:H WUDLQ DQG HPSOR\ \RX &RPSDQ\
GULYHUV XS WR . ILUVW \HDU 1HZ WHDP
SD\8SWRFPLOH&ODVV$&'/WUDLQLQJ
UHJLRQDO ORFDWLRQV  ZZZ
FHQWUDOGULYLQJMREVQHW XFDQ RI
5(()(5 '5,9(56 1(('(' ([SHUL
HQFHGGULYHUVDQG&ODVV$FRPPHUFLDO
VWXGHQWVZHOFRPH$VVLVWDQFHLQREWDLQ
LQJ &'/ LV DYDLODEOH &DOO 3ULPH WRGD\

ZZZSULPHLQFFRP
XFDQ RI

Answers at www.utahstatesman.com

2297 North Main, Logan
753-6444

OPEN SAT AT 11:30 FOR MATINEES
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StatesmanBack Burner

Monday

Registrar dates

Jan. 10

Northern Utah Marriage
Celebration Feb. 11, 6:00 p.m.
- 9:30 p.m. Bonus workshops from
4-5 p.m. and entertainment from
5- 6 p.m. at Weber State UniversityShepherd Union Building. Tickets
available through any SmithsTix
location. Early registration is only
$25 per couple or $15 per individual
Join a discussion on health polithrough January 31.
cy with legislators Jan. 10 at 5:30
p.m. at the Bear River Health
Department for a conversation to ensure what happens in
health reform works for you.
RSVP volunteer@healthpolicyproject or at http://www.healthpolicyproject.org/2011Summit.
html.

Health discussion

Today is Monday, Jan
10, 2011. Today’s issue
of The Utah Statesman
is published especially
for Emily Rose Milam, a
junior majoring in marketing from Roscoe, Ill.

Tuesday

Today in History: In
1901, a drilling derrick
at Spindletop Hill near
Beaumont, Texas, produces an enormous
gusher of crude oil,
coating the landscape for hundreds
of feet and signaling
the advent of the
American oil industry.

High: 17° Low: -3°
Skies: Mostly cloudy

h This!

Jeff Hornacek

Jan. 11
- Welcome back from SNAC, TSC Patio,
10 a.m.
- Aggie CARE, Skyroom, 12 p.m.
- Jeff Hornacek, TSC Ballroom, 7 p.m.

Arts and Lectures Presents Jeff
Hornacek Jan. 11 at 7 p.m. In
the TSC Ballroom. NBA Jazz
Legend, Jeff Hornacek, will
speak about his experience playing in the NBA. After the lecture there will be a three-point
shootoff between Aggie men’s
basketball star Brian Green and
Jeff Hornacek.

Strange Brew • Peter Deering

Food pantry event
Celebrate Martin Luther King
Jr. Day by helping replenish the
Cache Community Food Pantry.
With music by local Beatles
cover band Get Back, get $1 off
admission for every can of food
you donate! Jan 17 at 7 -8:30
p.m. Whittier Center 290 North
400 East, Logan. $3 or FREE
with 3 cans of food.

Wednesday

Weather

Flight Deck • Peter Waldner

The Registrar’s Office would
like to remind everyone that
Jan. 14 is the last day to add
without instructor’s signature
and tuition and fee payment
deadline. Jan 15-17 no registration permitted.

- First Day of Classes

Almanac

You need to know....

Jan. 12

Weapons permit

- MLK Jr. Candlelight Vigil, TSC
Ballroom, 6 p.m.

More Calendar and FYI
listings, Interactive Calendar
and Comics at

Utah State University College
Republicans will be offering
a concealed weapons class on
campus Jan. 29 at 9 a.m. and 1
p.m. AGSC Room 202. Anybody
over age 21 is welcome. Cost is
$45 that can be paid on the day
of the class. To RSVP or ask a
question e-mail us at usu.gop@
aggiemail.usu.edu.

www.utahstatesman.com

Coupon Corner
ggie Specials at

“Where the Locals Eat”

$5 Half Chicken
Rice Bowl

Lunch • Dinner • Breakfast • Banquet Facilities • Steaks • Seafood • Large Variety of Omelettes
Hot & Cold Sandwiches • Homemade Cinnamon Rolls & Pies • & More!

20% OFF

1/2 Price Entree

Any Entree

with the purchase of an entree
of equal or greater value

Ǥ
Valid
only after 4:pm. Must present coupon.
Not
valid withǤͶȀͳͷȀͳͳ
other offers. Expires 8/15/09

Valid
only after 4:pm. Must present coupon.
Ǥ
Not
valid withǤͶȀͳͷȀͳͳ
other offers. Expires 8/15/09


Buy One Get one

690 North Main • 752-9252

Stop! Here’s a

FREE!

Must purchase two drinks. Not valid with
other special offers. 1 coupon per customer.
Expires 5/15/11

753-4300
970 So. Main St.
Next to Wal-Mart

Aggie Day EVERY Wednesday 20% OFF!
Wear USU shirt or bring in USU ID for 20% off ANY order!

Price
$2495 $17 1/2
Flat-bed
State Safety

Oil Change

Inspection

Lube, oil, filter. 42-pt.
inspection included with service.
Not applicable with other offers. Not applicable with other offers.
The best-kept secret
in town!

Ph. 787-2005
l!
A GREAT Dea

Ext. 1) 581/2 W. 400 N., Logan
Ext. 2) 1704 S. 800 W., Logan
Ext. 3)105 N. Main, Smithfield
All offers Expire July 1, 2011

The best-kept secret
in town!

Tow

Car Won’t Run?
We’ll pick it up!
$200 min.
repair required.

The best-kept secret in
town!

Good for the 2010-11 school year.
Valid at the Logan & Providence
Dalld];Yk]Yjkdg[Ylagfk&

visit www.mypizzapizza.com for addresses.

Good for the 2010-11 school year.
Valid at the Logan & Providence
Dalld];Yk]Yjkdg[Ylagfk&

visit www.mypizzapizza.com for addresses.

